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Fire Prevention Week has been
proclaimed by Gov. Barrows for the
period of Oct. 9 to 15. and during
the week the people of every com
munity in the State are urged to
lend their assistance in correcting
fire hazards. In his proclamation.
Oov. Barrows refers to the great
loss of life and property damage
caused by fire doring the last 20
years. The proclamation follows:
“Whereas during the last score of
♦
Circumstances! — I make clr- <• years 210.000 human lives have been
•w cumstances!—Napoleon
sacrificed and property damage,
caused to the extent of $8,700,000.000. and
“Whereas much of this frightful
waste could be avoided by heeding
tried measures looking toward fire
"Tex” Burgin Presents Film safety and
‘Whereas the President of the

Subscriptions 13 00 per year payable.
In advance; single copies three
th;
cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable
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The Rockland Gazette
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lished In 1846. In 1874 the Courier
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»he Oasette In 1882 The Free Press
was established in 1855 and in 1891
changed Its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17.
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Along Main Street

Giving Valuable Points
On Salesmanship

Education Day

United States, for the benefit of the
whole people, has proclaimed thc
week of Oct. 9-15 to be Fire Preven
tion Week,
“Therefore. I, Lewis O. Barrows,
Governor of Maine, do hereby pro
claim the week of Oct. 9-15 to be
Fire Prevention Week, and call upon
the people of every community in
the State to unite with the various
sponsoring organizations In a pro
gram to correct existing Are haz
ards, and to individually lend aid in
promotion of such measures as tend
toward protection against fires, as
well as to encourage instruction of
adults and school children in th*
importance of exercising greater
diligence that both lives and prop
erty may bfe saved from needless
destruction."

Students Of Old

"Along Main Street-' was the
-------subject of a half-hour film shown Maine Federation of Worn- Echoes of Rockland Com

yesterday before the Rockland
en’s Clubs Will Observe
mercial College Where
Lions Club at The Thorndike Orili.
Many Learned Business
It At Colby
The entertainment was presented
The following students were regis
"Character Education" will be the
by Miller “Tex" Burgin, one of the
tered at Rockland Commercial Col
theme
of
Education
Day
at
Colby
’
cub members of the organization,
lege in 1882 and 1883:
the sponsor being the Coca-Cola College to be observed Oct 12, spon• • • •
Company which Mr. Burgin so ca- sored by ,he Maine Pederatlon of
M M. Johnson, Appleton; G. F.
South
Thomaston;
pably represents as manager for Women's Clubs in co-operation with Thorndike,
the college.
Frank O. Haskell; Jennie Payson,
the Rockland district. Bottles of
Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood of this South Hope; Cephas Thomas; Ella
Coca-Cola in half dozen lots were
city,
chairman of the department Frisbie, Houlton; E. B. Burpee; Alli
at each plate.
of education for the federation and son Maddocks. Owls Head. M. D.
The film devoted itself to a prob
Dr. Franklin Johnson, president of Hall; Addle V. Bagley. Vinal Haven
lem which concerns almost every
Colby, have prepared the featured O. W. Frederick, Belfast; T. W.
body in the world—the problem of
program of the day which will be Whitmore. Washington; A. C. Dunmaking a living, gradually resolving
presented by prominent education ton; W. A. Moody; Alice Spear;
itself into a question of salesman
from Maine and other states.
Harry Spaulding, South Thomasship.
, Luncheon will be served at 1 I ton; A W Hall; T. E. Gushee. ApFrom the Main street picture were
,
, , .
,
,
,
o clock at Foss hall and tea will be Jpleton; C. C. Babbidge. Norman
selected various places of business
. . .. .
._
. ..
t
‘
i served at the home of Dr. and Mrs.
notably among them the market.
..
I Whitcher. Northport; Grace How
..
Johnson following the afternoon
the millinery shop and the restau™__
. '
, x
, session. Some 200 persons are ex- ard, Owls Head.
rant. and the pictures shown In
attend
May Maddocks. Owls Head; H. D.
this connection stressed some of
____________
Achorn; Archie Smalley. St. George;
the points which are essential to .
. __
T. W. Nichols, Round Pond; Emma
successful salesmanship — among
A. Mayo; Maria C. Smith, Vinal
them Personal Appearance. Facial j
_____
Haven; Katie B. Norton; Imogene
Expression. Friendly Voice Inter- 1 It», YOUr Turn To See What Parker; B. A. Thompson. M H
est in Customers and Enthusiasm. |
j C r
l n t
Burns; Willie J. Kelley; Emma P.
Various ways of catering to eusKind of a football Team Frohock; Maggie H. Dunton; Emma
tomers were emphasized. In the
We Have
I. Quimby; J. H. McGrath; Walter
restaurant for instance is often
H. Piston; A F. Staples; H. L. Stud
The Rockland High School footfound the expressionless waiter, who
ley, Warren; C F Jones. Walter J.
never smiles and never has a sug- j ball team, now very much in the Fernald; Eddie F. Glover; Carrie
gestlon to offer to the undecided , good graces of the local tans has E. Palmer; Allie M. Hastings;
customer. By way of contrast was , change Qf venue
and Henry Ames; Harvey F. Additon.
shown the waiter with the pleas- ,nstea(^ Qf rushing the ba)[ north Thomaston; Mamie Hawkins; Min
ant features and happy smile, who and south at Community Park, will nie Studley; John Saunders.
is always ready to suggest some hike across lots to Skowhegan and
Helen Saunders; Nellie Dow; Lucy
thing tempting for the customer tackle the Somerset County team E. Rhodes; Knott C. Perry; George
who doesn't know just what he with which it has had some sev- Knowles; Rollie F. Cook; J. J.
wants.
Flanigin; William Kennedy; Frank
, eral arguments in recent years.
The picture made it very plain
{or
Rock]and Leach; Peter Lynn; Charles Pres
that the average customer will not hgd (he affirmative side 0 f the cott; L. Miller; Arthur Shea; Nellie
brook indifference.
question knd won the game 7 to 0. Frasser; F. M. Starrett; Nellie M
Mr Burgin who had na.vely in- skowhegan has „ strong team
Lewis; Leon Jones; W F. Norcross;
troduoed the subject was accorded yegr ag shQwn by
fact thgt R James Simonton; Charles S. Hall;
warm applause at the finish.
| held
Cony Hjgh arlstocrats Clara Gregory; Orlando Libby.
The club welcomed a new acquisig thp other dgy
Vinal Haven; O. H. Blethen; Jesse
tion. Alfred Smith, who has been
E. Ames. North Haven; Laura A.
transferred from the Houlton u ;
g00d sf,ape from that strenuous Burgess. Waldoboro; George Hall;
Russell Hewett, son of Capt game with Winslow High, and jus Eva Hall; F. L. Perry; F. L. Crle.
Charles G. Hewett, was the guest tified Coach Matheson's prediction Matlnicus; W. H. Sargent; W. P.
of Capt. Keryn Ap Rice.
Corthell; F. O Andrews; H. E.
that It would be no runaway.
The locals are rounding into the Wright. Wiscasset.
Lester C. Miller. West Camden;
JOB PRINTING
peak of condition, and the tacklings,
Moody
Noble; Mrs. B. A. Went
as
seen
in
the
Winslow
game.
Is
an
Neatly and promptly done. Low
worth; C. A.,Wentworth; George L.
prices. Send me a card and I will outstanding feature.
rail. Mail orders filled; write for
Matheson will use about the same
(Continued on Page Eight)
samples.
lineup Saturday, and the sports edi
A. W. DECROW "
tor will risk a whole pint of peanuts
125 Talbot Avenue, Rockland. Me. that it will give a good account of
119*130
itself.
"Say for me that ‘we are all
Knox County's quota in the disas
pleased with the support the fans
are giving." said Coach Matheson. ter relief fund is now filled and
today's issue will conclude listings
of contributions in these columns
though funds will still be received
NOTICE TO SHAREHOLDERS
Universalist Vestry
ln the
by the Chapter, Mrs. Alice J. Spear,
SATURDAY, OCT. 8
Rockland Loan and
secretary, 507 Main street. Rock
9.30 A. M. r
land.
<
Building Association
Previously reported ..............$498.53
ROCKLAND, MAINE
H. S. Brown i...... ....................
1.00
The Provisions of Section 48,
Chapter 57, Banking Laws of Maine
Knox Aerie Eagles ................ 5.00
require the State Banking Depart
A Friend ................................ 1.00
ment to verify pass books of de
positors In savings banks, savings
Grade 4. Thomaston ............ 1.00
depositors in trust companies and
Mr. & Mrs. C. M. Starrett.
shareholders hooks ln loan and
building associations at least once
Thomaston ..........................
1.00
every three years.
The regular

And HOW, Sk0Wn€g<Ul

Disaster Fund

RUMMAGE
SALE

FOR SALE
Gas Filling Station
and Store •

Stocked with Light Groceries.
In Good Location

ELMER C. DAVIS
15 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
TEL. 77
Insurance and Real Estate
'
118-120

verification at the above named
Institution is now being made by
the Banking Department, and for
the sole purpose of correcting errors
or omissions you are requested to
bring your book, or send by mail to
the ASSOCIATION promptly. Veri
fication closes October 7, 1938.
THOMAS A. COOPER,
Bank Commissioner
Augusta, Maine, Sept. 26, 1938
116-117, 119-120

WAWENOC£ COUNTRY CLUB
DAMARISCOTTA

Will Be Open Until November 1st
Golfers come over and play the best course in
*

Maine
12O&123

$50753
Correction—Mr. and Mrs. S. H.
Wall of Rockport should be credited
with $2, not a similar name from
this city.
,

Troop 204, Boy Scouts, hiked to
Ingraham Hill, Saturday, remaining
over night. Scoutmaster Gerald
Beverage and assistant scoutmas
ter J. Alton Perry were in charge.
After the business meeting, a welnie
roast took place on the shore, the
members later toasting marshmal
lows and having a jolly time around
a bonfire. Those attending were
Frederick Young, Edward Harring
ton, Richard Ames, Richard Brown,
Joseph Wilkie, Robert Sprowl, Al
ton Drinkwater and Raymond Cas
sens. Several members were un
able to attend because of illness.
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ACCOUNTjOF STEWARDSHIP
Community Building, Inc., Listened To Annual
Reports and Elected 1938-39 Officers
The directors of Community, Club made a splendid gift in the
Building, Inc., met yesterday after- beautiful planting of the south
noon in annual session in th*: tower [ front. Mrs. Emily Hix and Mrs.
room, listening to reports of stew-1 Carrie Brainerd donated the all imardship for the past year and elect-! portant grand piano for the tower
ing officers for 1939. Mayor Veazie i room, the Class of 1938 R. H. S.
presided with a majority of the 39 j donated the electric re-broadcastdirectors in attendance.
Ing machine, Mrs. A. D. Bird a
Mayor Veazie was re-elected presi- large chair, and Mrs. Oeorge G.
dent; Thomas H. Chisholm, vice Wood, a fine picture. The handpresident; Leroy A. Chatto, secre- J some fireplace set was the gift of
tary; and Donald C. Leach, treas-J Dr. and Mrs. Ellingwood. Many
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Volume 93.................... Number 120.

EDITORIAL
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MR. BABSON PREDICTS
A more hopeful viewpoint for “little business" is entertained by
Roger W. Babson, economist and author whose comments always find
an attentive ear. In the current issue of Rotarian Magazine he de
clares that various forces are already emerging and that if capitalized
they should help re-establish little business along a broadening indus
trial and commercial front. Co-operation is necessary if it is to
meet Big Business on equal grounds. Little business, according to
Babson, has five unusual advantages, and he specifies them in this
order: (1) smaller overhead costs—this is fundamental; (2) ability
quickly to change—this applies both to policies and to products;
(3) less frequent labor troubles—and usually a lower wage rate;
(4 I management in the hands of owners—this is always to advantage;
(5) public sympathy and local co-operation—this is especially valu
able to prevent unfavorable legislation.
Babson's spirit of optimism extends to the expectation that “we
will again enter an era when employers will be honored and encour
aged: when labor will be more reasonable; when more men will move
back to the soil and more women bark to the home. Fair play,
free markets, conservative thrift, clean politics, and co-operation will
again be in the saddle. Then little businessmen will come to their
own."
And everybody hopes that Babson has fallen upon the correct
diagnosis.
THE THREE ESSES
Here is Bangor, with 400 enthusiastic workers abroad, seeking to
acquire an ambitious community chest fund. Curiously enough it
was cur own little eity which was the first in Maine to sponsor this
plan, and the wonder of it is that other cities have not been more
prompt to "string along." Speaking alliteratively it is Sensible, Sys
tematic and Successful.

ALL EYES ON DEWEY
In (hr political campaign which will ensue in all of the States but
Maine the center of at'.-action and activity will undoubtdely be in the
Empire State where the Republicans have nominated the racketbusting district attorney Thomas E. Dewey. It has bren 18 years
since the Republicans elected a governor in New York, and there
would appear to be small likelihood of doing so this year, but the
Democrats are quirk to sense the possibility of it and have re
nominated Gov. Lehman for a fourth term. He has the powerful
barking of President Roosevelt, and is undoubtedly the New Dealers'
her: bet. The contest will be watched with sympathetic interest not
only by the Republicans, but by the old vintage Democrats and
thousands of independents. For the election, or even the near election
of Thomas E. Dewey, would mean a powerful candidate for the Re
publican Presidential nomination in 1940. And that is what the
G.O.P. must have.

urer. To the executive board, which other gifts have come in, all I
under the corporation charter is I thoroughly appreciated.
In conclusion I wish to express i
charged directly with operation of
the big plant, were elected Leforest my deepest personal appreciation of '
A. Thurston, Thomas H. Chisholm. the unstinted loyalty and consistent
Charles C Wotton. James Connel- hard work of the members of the 1
lan. John M. Richardson. Parker E. executive board and the association
Worrey. Joseph Emery and Law officers.
• • • •
rence Miller. The first five were
By special request of the meeting |
members of the 37-38 board and
retiring (by lot) were A. C. Mc- a brief section is reprinted from
SAVE THE PHEASANTS
Loon, A. F. McAlary and W. J. Prof. Coggeshalls report, made by
Commissioner
Stobie
has said hr will announce the last of this
Sullivan, Messrs. Worrey Emery and an impartial committee, unknown to
week
whether
he
will
order
a short open season on phrasants. The
the authorities at the building.
Miller succeeding.
writer is not a hunter and may be over-persuaded by srntimrnt, but he
“
The
judges
were
extremely
In

The report of Treasurer Leach
hopes that slaughter of the innocents will not be permitted. After
showed the directors that the plant terested in this example. We even
introducing these beautiful feathered creatures into our State it
visited
the
town
(Rockland)
and
had paid its way. paid for the bowl
seems a great pity to wipe them out in a few days. Tame as chickens,
without
the
aid
of
the
publisher,
ing alleys and improvements includ
the pheasants of Maine are not gamr birds. The rditor was told of
we checked on the facts. We went
ing reconditioning the entire build
a rerent instance where three of them gathered around a motor car
over
the
building
from
cellar
to
ing with all bills paid and a sub
and had to be fairly driven away. Think of slaying creatures like
roof, asking about conditions and
stantial sum left for an operating
that, just to gratify the whim of a man with a gun and a license;
utilization
pf
space
at
the
start
and
fund.
at the time of the visit; we checked
THE AFFAIR IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA
on attendance figures groups reached
The report of John M. Richard
Thp
world
continues
to voire conflicting opinions as to the "day
son, chairman of the '37-'38 execu in the community, etc. We were
light robbery" over in Czechoslovakia and the ears of certain states
struck
by
the
number
of
urchins
tive board, is appended:
men must burn unless they have actually convinced themselves that
and older boys who were using the
Your executive ||pard has con building. We. thereupon, checked | they acted for the general good. Some enlightenment would probably
cluded its year of active operation
at police headquarters, where we I be shed if one rould be a mouse in the wall and hear the comments of
of Community Building with all
were told the building had justified j Hitler and Mussolini, as voiced to each other.
bills paid and a good working bal
itself if only by its service to the 1
A UNITED FRONT
ance for the succeeding board, as
adolescents of the community.
you have noted in the treasurer’s Young boys who formerly had only i
If anything is to be judged from the enthusiasm shown for
report. It has been the aim of the had pool rooms or movies as recre
Leverett Saltonstall at the primary election, and subsequently, Curley
board to operate the plant in the ation centers, now found normal play : is going to have a real figh! on his hands in the Massachusetts State
interests of the entire community facilities in the athletic equipment. I election next month. The tremendous primary vote polled for him,
with especial attention to youth. checker room, etc., of the community
when he had a little or no competition, is in itself significant. Wil
How well we have succeeded is a building. Minor delinquencies, thc I liam H. McMasters, who ran as an independent candidate on a
matter of opinion but we do in police said, had fallen off sharply
Tcwascnd platform, and received impressive support, told the Repub
corporate in this report the com
lican State convention Tuesday that he will support Saltonstall. The
with the opening of the center."
ment of Prof. Coggeshall of Uni
“United Front” party means business.
versity of Maine which Is pertinent
BEST YEAR OF EARNINGS
to this matter, a statement and an
The 40th consecutive quarterly '
award made at the convention of
dividend of 50c per share on the j
the Maine Press Association.
The Chamber of Commerce has cumulative preference stock of Do- J
proven a distinct advantage to the mestlc Finance Corporation was de
work and prestige of the building. clared Monday. The dividend is
The bowling alleys, installed and payable Nov. 1, to stockholders of
paid for, have proven successful. record Oct. 27. This payment com
The tower room has been In con pletes a 10-year uninterrupted divi
stant use for many groups and its dend record on this stock since the
most noteworthy function has been inception of the company. The
“Old Crusty" is no imore. The only 19 pounds now occupies
the making possible of clean, prop Corporation completed the first six
months
of
its
fiscal
year
on
Sept.
30,
24-pound
record breaking giant Crusty’s tank and the spotlight at
erly chaperoned dances for our
young people. The auditorium with 1938. Despite the adverse general lobster which drew large crowds to the hatchery.
stage completely equipped, has met business conditions prevailing dur the Rockport Regatta , Eastern
ing this period. President Greene
Rotary's new district governor
with public favor.
States Exposition and the Federal
It has been the aim of the board stated that net earnings are expect
“Perc" Vernon makes his first official
Hatchery, Boothbay Harbor, is now
to make it a community service ed to compare favorably with those
I visit to the Rockland club tomorrow,
for
thc
same
period
last
year.
Earn

one of the fatalities of the hurri
building in the broadest sense. As
and President Louis Is urging a 100
a token of appreciation, the Fin ings last year were the best in the cane. Yesterday his skeleton yield percent attendance. In the main
Corporation's
history.
The
Cor

nish residents of the county have
ed nine pounds of luscious meat and dining room at 6.30 p. m. there will
volunteered to build all wooden fur poration now operates 25 personal went into a stew and a salad. And be a meeting of the club assembly,
niture for the kitchen with some loan offices in seven States.
—believe it or not—the few folks with the District Oovernor. After
tables In addition. One service club
who had a chance to taste the meat luncheon, the directors will act upon
has donated the fine sound system,
two proposals for membership.
of so large a lobster pronounced It
another is planning a series of edu
cational meetings here, another is
excellent, upsetting the theory that
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
planning to raise funds to complete
the smaller the lobster the better
installation of the organ. A group
If I had my life to live again I would
the meat.
have made a rule to read some poetry
of church women are working on
and listen to some music at least
“
Old
Crusty"
was
sent
to
Eastern
the project of afternoon meetings
once a week The loss of these tastes
States Exposition by Commissioner la a loss of happiness —Charles Darwin
for Sunday and another club wishes
to work with under-privileged girls
Oreenleaf and under the care of
I SHAIX WALK TODAY
in the East room. Underprivileged
Warden Tom McKinney. Although I shall walk today upon a high Breen
hill.
boys have had special classes from1
Crusty was treacherous to his "pal I shall forget the walls and roofs of
the town;
Director Flanagan.
Tom" every once in a while, they got This burden, strapped to my bark,
Principal Blaisdell of the High
ahull be Unloosed,
along well together. For three days And I shall leave It there when I come,
School has co-operated 100% as
down.
he attracted a lot of people to the
have the grade teachers and Supt.
Warm
Is ithe hill upon which I shall
Cumming. Community Fair Is an'
Fisheries exhibit ln the Maine
walk today;
Oold
Is
the sun upon the close-cropped
extremely Important part of the fi-1
Building.
Tnen came the storm.
grass.
nancial set-up and we hope for its j
of the peace of grazing
The power went off and thereby the And something
sheep
continued success. Thanks for it:
Shall permeate my being as I pass;
circulation in Crusty's tank.
goes to hundreds of loyal workers!
of the look within their
For many hours McKinney and Something
but special mention must be made
eyes
his helpers stirred water to provide Of upland pastures and of clean wind
of Parker E. Worrey and the firm
blown—
Major Millard D. MacLaughlin, the necessary circulation. Crusty The tranquil, trusting look of those
of M. B. & C. O. Perry.
who
know
formerly
officer
in
charge
of
‘
.he
grew
weaker
and
weaker
and
was
Director of Activities Flanagan
A shepherd watches. I shall make my
own.
and Custodian Southard have Camden Hills C.C.C. Camp, now brought back four days after
worked loyally and at all times for president of the Maine Reserve i wards. Por several days he showed And I shall gather the little wind
there.
the best interests of the project. Officers’ Association, who has been signs of recovering in his tank at And flowers
press their sweetness upon my
heart to stay;
The N. Y. A. has been co-operative recommended for appointment as the hatchery but suffered an 111 turn
Then I shall go ibaclc to the walls and
all through and a strong factor ln member of the First Corps Area Ad- this morning and Commissioner
roofs of the town.
thc successful operation of the visory board at Boston for a period Oreenleaf sentenced him to the Stronger than I have been lor many a
dav
—Grace Noll Crowell
boiling pot. A younger upstart of
building. The Rockland Garden of two years,

THE END OF “OLD CRUSTY”

Giant Lobster Shown At Rockport Met Doom
At the Exposition

“The Black Cat”

By The Roving Reporter
Immersed now for a number of
afternoons in listening to the World
Series returns I hark back more
than 30 years to the time when I
first did so. Nobody needs to be
told that baseball is my hobby, and
probably nobody will be surprised
to learn that while I have attended
only one series I have never failed
to listen to the returns. In the be
ginning, when The Courier-Gazette
occupied its old quarters, we used
to bulletin on the windows the half
Inning reports received by tele
graph. The radio had not come
into being and there was always a
large crowd ln front of the office.
I was disillusioned in regard to
telegraph reports when the few ra
dio sets then Installed began to re
ceive the bulletins much earlier.
I remember of putting the seventh
inning results on the window one
afternoon when Charlie Wotton.
came quietly into the office and
informed me that the game was
over, and such and such a team had
won. After that season the fans
were getting their returns by radio.
While we were still depending
upon the telegraph wires the Postal
office was alwaws jammed with
eager fans, and I recall relaying the
returns to Haskell's fruit store.
It may have been Bert Mullen who
received them; I think so. The
year that I saw two games in the
World Series I returned before the
series was completed, and it seemed
to me that I was as much inter
ested ln "the telegraphic returns as
I was in the actual games I saw
played in Boston and New York.
The Postal manager at that time
was the man -who still holds that
position so capably—Frank C. Pratt.
There are lots of us who have never
forgotten his kindness on those
momentous days.

The Lewiston Journal says that
someone wants to know what has
become of the iron deer which used
to “grace” the dooryards of the
well-to-do in the Victorian days?
If Sam Conner will come over to
Rockland and bring his trusty cam
era, I will show him two of the
critters in a Camden street dooryard.
A boxful of old papers contain
ing news events of especial import
ance was preserved by a well known
resident of The Meadows and is
now the property of The Black
Cat One is a Rockland Star dated
May 2, 1898, and under black head
lines tells the story of Admiral
Dewey's crushing victory at Manila
the previous day when he destroyed
the Spanish fleet. It also told the
story of the departure for the front
of Co H Tillson Light Infantry.
The company never reached the
front, but I know that every mem
ber would have preferred being
there with Teddy Roosevelt to what
the company underwent at Chick
amauga.

Before me are two companies of
the Vidette Issued in the Interest
of the Orand Army fair which was
held at Farwell Opera House in
November 1889. I Big events those
Orand Army fairs were.
At the New York World's Fair 1939
a score of foreign nations will have
restaurants in their national pa
vilions. France, for instance, will
offer to the gourmet a canard nantais a l'orange; Belgium is to spe
cialize in Flemish and Walloon
dishes, with delicacies cooked in
fig leaves; Cuba will have arroz con
polio; Mexico, tamales, frijoles and
baked pig: Rumania, a wide range
of game; Russia, blinis and kasha;
Brazil, colorful assemblies of trop
ical vebetables. I am on the point
of making reservations.

One year ago: The fall conference
of the National Council of Garden
Clubs was being held in Camden.—
Mrs. Lydia Hutchinson, 57, perished
when fire destroyed her house ln
Stonington.—Millard Hart
was
elected church clerk at the annual
meeting of the First Baptist
Church.—Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood
was elected president of Knox Hos
pital Auxiliary.—Daniel A. Noonan
was elected commander of HuntleyHill Post. V.FW—Jennie W. (Cobb)
widow of ex-Mavor Albert W. But-
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Pelting The Pins

ihkFR- riMF S - A - WE E K

The Spirit searcheth all things, Here Is Official Schedule
yea, the deep things of God. 1 Cor.
For Community Bowling
2: 10.

League

The full schedule for the Comj munity bowling league is here given,
and the alleys to be used for each
Maine Shrimp Not Have a match.

Sardines As Well

Monopoly At Boston Ban
quet This Week

Co., 1 and 2; John Bird Co. vs.
Perry’s. 3 and 4.
February
Thursday, 2—Armour’s vs. Glen
denning's, 1 and 2. A. & P. vs. Cen
tral Maine Power Co.. 3 and 4.
Monday, 6—Rice Co. vs. A. & P,
1 and 2; Armour's vs. John Bird Co.,
3 and 4.
Tuesday, 7—Faculty vs. Perry's,
1 and 2; Central Maine Power Co.
vs. Glendenning's, 3 and 4.
Thursday, 9—Kiwanis vs. Elks. 1
and 2; Post Office vs. Lions. 3 and 4.
Monday, 13—Lions vs. Central
Maine Power Co, 1 and 2; A & P
vs Perry's. 3 and 4.
Tuesday, 14—Glendenning's vs.
John Bird Co., 1 and 2; Post Office
vs. Kiwanis, 3 and 4.
Thursday. 16—Rice Co. vs. Facul
ty, 1 and 2; Armour's vs. (Elks, 3
and 4.
Monday. 27—John Bird Co. vs.
Rice Co.. 1 and 2; Post Office vs.
Aromur’s, 3 and 4.
Tuesday, 28—Elks vs. Central
Maine Power Co.. 1 and 2; Lions vs.
Faculty, 3 and 4.

October
Monday. 17—Faculty vs. Post Ofi flee. 1 and 2; Perry's vs. Lions. 3 and
Maine sardines as well as shrimp 4.
will be served at the grand banquet
Tuesday. 18—Elks vs. John Bird
of the National Fisheries ConvenCo.. 1 and 2; Kiwanis vs. Armour's,
, 3 and 4.
Frlday and Saturday. Sea and
Thursday, 20—Central Maine
Shore Fisheries Commissioner Arthur R. Greenleaf said the commit Power Co. vs. Rice Co.. 1 and 2;
tee had asked hm to include sar Glendenning's Market vs. A. & P„
dines as Maine's share of the feast! 3 and 4.
and that several of the best brands I, Monday. 24—Rice Co. vs. Glenhad been chosen. Previously Main?, denning's, 1 and 2; Central Maine
shrimp were accepted as a main J Power Co. vs. Armour's. 3 and 4.
course.
j Tuesday, 25—Faculty vs. A. & P_
Greenleaf said that he expected j j and 2; Lions vs^Elks 3 and 4.
Maine to be well represented at the | Thursday, 27—Kiwanis vs. John
March
convention which will be the first I Bird Co.. 1 and 2; Post Office vs.
Thursday. 2—A. & P. vs. Kiwanis,
national get-together of the fishing perry,g Market 3 and 4
1 and 2; Glendenning's vs. Perry's,
industry. Talks by experts in every
Monday, 31—Perrys vs. Elks. 1
3 and 4.
phase of the business will be given
and 2; A. & P. vs. Post Office. 3 and
and there will be discussions of the
Monday, 6—Kiwanis vs. Glenden- j
4.
various state and national prob
ning's, 1 and 2; Central Maine Pow-1
lems.
November
ier Co. vs. Faculty. 3 and 4
Greenleaf said he believed tha'. ; Tuesday, 1—Armour's vs. Rice Co.,
Tuesday. 7—John Bird Co. vs A.!
Maine had an opportunity of get- l and 2; Central Maine Power Co.
&
P . 1 and 2; Perry's vs. Rice. 3 and ,
ting favorable attention for its sea- vs. Kiwanis. 3 and 4.
4.
food products as well as valuable
Thursday, 3—Faculty vs. Glen
Thursday, 9—Lions vs. Armour's, |
information on the conditions in denning's, 1 and 2; John Bird Co.
other states.
1 and 2; Elks vs Post Office. 3 and
vs. Lions, 3 and 4.
He Is scheduled to participate in
Monday, 7—Lions vs. Kiwanis, 1 4.
several of the conferences.
and 2; Elks vs. Faculty 3 and 4.
Monday. 13—Post Office vs. John
Tuesday. 8—John Bird Co. vs. Bird Co.. 1 and 2; Glendenning's
Perry's, 1 and 2; Poet Office vs. | vs Lions. 3 and 4.
Rice, 3 and 4.
Tuesday, 14—Amour's vs. Faculty,
Thursday, 10—A. & P. vs. Central
Much Work Being Done Maine Power Co., 1 and 2; Armour's 1 and 2; A. & P. vs Elks, 3 and 4.
Thursday, 16—Perry's vs. Central
and More Men Being vs. Glendenning's. 3 and 4.
Monday. 14—Armour's vs. John Maine Power Co.. 1 and 2; Rice Co.
Employed
Bird Co., 1 and 2; Rice Oo. vs. A. vs. Kiwanis. 3 and 4.
Monday. 20—Faculty vs. Kiwanis,
WPA. projects in Rockland at & P„ 3 and 4.
Tuesday.
15—Central
Maine 1 and 2; John Bird Co. vs. Central
the present time are giving employ
ment to 207 persons, which is a con Power Co. vs. Glendenning's, 1 and Maine Power Co., 3 and 4
siderably larger number than usual 2; Faculty vs. Perry s, 3 and 4.
Tuesday, 21—A. & P. vs. Lions, 1
Thursday. 17—Post Office vs.
at thK season of the year. And
and 2; Glendenning's vs. Post Of
here, briefly outlined, is a list of Lions- 1 and * Klwanis vs- Elks’ 3
fice. 3 and 4.
what has been or is being accom and 4.
Monday, 21—A. & P. vs. Perry’s,
Thursday, 23—Elks vs. Rice Co..
plished :
Limerock street bridge, corner of 1 and 2; Lions vs. Central Maine 1 and 2; Perry's vs. Armour's. 3 and
4.
Limerock street and Old County Power Co., 3 and 4.
Tuesday. 22-Post Office vs. KiMonday
vs.
road, about half completed.
2
:
G1
!
n
.
d
enning
'
s
vs
"Elks.
1
and
2;
Armour
s
vs.
A
&
P..
Cement walks on Gay street, from
Bummer street to Talbot avenue on John Bird Co' 3 fi1111 43 and 4.
Main street; at the corner of Rankin 7 Thursday, 23—Armour's vs. Elks, I
3
i
Tuesday, 28—Perry's vs. Kiwanis.
and Main: ;and on Bummer street 1 and 2; Rice Co. vs. Faculty
1 and 2; Rice Co. vs. Lions. 3 and 4
and
4.
extension.
Monday, 28—Post Office vs. Ar-' Thursday,
30—Central
Maine
New’ sewer on Rankin street from
Fogg street. 200 feet beyond Broad mour s. 1 and 2; John Bird Co. vs. Power Co. vs. Post Office. 1 and 2;
John Bird Co. vs. Faculty, 3 and 4.
way giving service to 25 residences. Rice Co.. 3 and A
Tuesday, 29—Lions vs. Faculty, 11________________________________
Resurfacing Warren street with
gravel and improving the drainage and 2; Elks vs Central Maine Pow
by the installation of ten catch er Co.. 3 and 4.

W. P. A. Activities

basins.
December
Grading and resurfacing Oav
Thursday, 1 — Glendenning's vs.
. street and improving the drainage Perry's Market, 1 and 2; A. & P vs.
system by the addition of new catcli Kiwanis. 3 and 4
basins.
Monday. 5—Central Maine Power
Improved drainage on Broadway co. Vs. Faculty, 1 and 2; Kiwanis
between North Main and Chestnut vs Glendenning's, 3 and 4.
streets.
Tuesday, 6—Perry's vs. Rice Co..
' Construction of a stretch of new j ancf 2; John Bird Co. vs. A. ii P.
road on Pleasant street, extending 3 antj 4
west of Broadway, and improved I Thursday. 8—Elks vs. Post Office,
drainage.
j j and 2; Lions vs. Armour's. 3 and 4.
Summer street straightened.
Monday, 12—Glendenning's vs.
Part of Lindsey brook crossing the Lions. 1 and 2; Post Office vs. John
Hurley property between Middle and ' gird co.t 3 ,and 4.
Summer streets walled in and cov
Tuesday. 13—A. & P. vs Elks. 1
ered with granite.
j and 2; Armour's vs. Faculty, 3 and
Newly surfaced streets on Laure'. ' 4.
Purchase, Gay and Warren streets
Thursday, 15—Rice Co vs. Ki- J
to be tarred.
, wanis, 1 and 2; Perry s vs. Central j
Mayor Edward R. Veazie ex- Maine Power Co.. 3 and 4.
pressed himself as highly pleased j no matches Christmas week,
with the fine spirit of co-operation ' Monday, 26—John Bird Co. vs.
shown by the State W P.A. admin1- Central Maine Power Co., 1 and 2;
strator John C. Fitzgerald Their pacuity vs. Kiwanis. 3 and 4
relations have been entirely har- j Tuesday, 27—Glendenning's vs.
monious and the city has benefited. Post Office. 1 and 2; A. & P. vs.
-----------------' Lions, 3 and 4.
ON DEAN'S LIST
Thursday, 29—Perry's vs. Ar■ '
, mour’s, 1 and 2; Elks vs. Rice Co..
Eight Students From This Section 3 and 4.
Won Honors At U. of M.
January
One Rockland student and seven I
of this vicinity were honored by
being placed on the dean's list at
the University of Maine, having
made an average of B or better in
their courses during the spring sem
ester. according to the list issued
yesterday by James A. Gannet'.,
university registrar.
They were—Ruth E. Gregory of
Rockland, a senior in the School of
Education; Edith H. Stevens of
Pleasant Point, a senior in English
in the College of Arts and Sciences;
Avalene M. Pierson, a junior in
zoology in the College of Arts and
Sciences and William S. Cock, a
junior in mechanical engineering in
the college of Technology, both of
Tenant's Harbor; Virginia M. Howe
of Union, a sophomore in the College
of Arts and Sciences; Wiljo M. Lindell of Warren, a Junior in chemi
cal engineering in the college of
Technology; Stephen K. Gross of
Camden, a junior in mechanical en
gineering in the college of Tech
nology; Katherine K. True of Hop?,
a senior in the School of Education.

Monday. 2 Armours vs. A. & P„
1 and 2; Glendenning's -vs. Elks, 3
and 4.
Tuesday, 3—Rice Co. vs. Lions. 1
and 2; Perry’s vs. Kiwanis, 3 and
4.
Thursday, 5—John Bird Co. vs.
Faculty, 1 and 2; Central Maine
Power Co. vs. Post Office. 3 and 4.
Monday, 9—Perry's vs. Lions, 1
and 2. Faculty vs. Post Office, 3 and
4.
Tuesday, 10—Kiwanis vs. Ar
mours, 1 and 2; Elks vs. John Bird
Co., 3 and 4.
Thursday, 12—Glendenning s vs.
A. & P., 1 and 2; Central Maine
Power Co. vs. Rice Co., 3 and 4.
Monday, 16—Central Maine Pow
er Co vs. Armour's. 1 and 2; Rice
Co. vs. Glendenning's. 3 and 4
Tuesday. 17—Lions vs. Elks. 1 and
2; Faculty vs. A. & P„ 3 and 4.
Thursday, 19—Post Office vs.
Perry's. 1 and 2; Kiwanis vs. John
Bird Co., 3 and 4.
Monday, 23—A. & P. vs Post Of
fice. 1 and 2; Perry s vs. Elks. 3 and
4.
Tuesday, 24—Central Maine Pow
er Co. vs. Kiwanis, 1 and 2; Armour
vs. Rice Co., 3 and 4.
Thursday, 26—John Bird Co. vs.
Lions. 1 and 2; Faculty vs. Glen
denning's, 3 and 4.
Monday, 30—Elks vs. Faculty, 1
and 2; Lions vs. Kiwanis, 3 and 4
Tuesday, 31—Post Office vs. Rice

IZA

HAPPY

LINCOLN ACADEMY WON

UNION

Lincoln Academy’s cross-coun
try horde defeated Hebron Academy
at Hebron yesterday 21 to 43, over
a two and three-quarter mile course.
Appleton of the Big Green was first
to finish but the next four men
were Lincoln harriers. Appleton’s
time was 14 minutes, 56 seconds.
The order of finish: Appleton (H)
Simmons (L); Frazer (L); Hilton
(L); Hamilton '(U; Ellis (H);
Oliver (L); Johnson (Hi; Treble
and Talbot, tie, both of Hebron.

Mary Nelson and the housekeeper
who have been employed nt the
home of Chester Hager, have con
cluded their duties and Mrs. Myrtle
Watts is taking their place.

The Edwards Manufacturing Co,
which has given employment to sev
eral young men of this vicinity has
shut down for an indefinite time.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hatch and
son and family visited friends here
recently.
Mr. and Mrs Frank E Ripley of

Every-OtKer-Day
Westboro, Mass., have been visiting
1 aids to symptomatic control of
their father Edgar Ripley.
Sunday »t 10 o'clock at the
Church of the Nazarene, the pastor
used as text “And I saw the wicked
burried." In Sunday School Marlon
Best celebrated her seventh birth
from dcve’°P* f<)r
day by lighting the candles and
I Spca><^’ dupbper" throa»
the children sang “Happy Birthday"
A family
to her. Mrs. Ames played the guitar
an over the comhrynd
No
I where
and sang a special song at the close
' uostnl''at first warutus
of the school. Next week she will
I suiffle or sneeze^^^^
read some of her poems. The mid
com., TSSO, VWR CMtMIOM oo
week prayer meeting will be Thurs
WORLD'S MOST WIDELY USED MEDICATIONS OF THEIR KIND
day at 7.30, followed by the month
ly meeting of the church board. A den Heart Treasure'' will be given | week at 5.30, all young people urged
surprise sgrmon entitled “The Hld- at the Young Peoples Meeting next | to be .present.

A Statement of Public Policy
by

The Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Company

The Honorable Wright Patman, representative in Con
gress of the first district of Texas, has announced that he
will introduce in the next Congress a punitive and discrim
inatory tax bill frankly designed to put chain stores out of
business. In the past, Mr. Patman has been very successful
in securing enactment of legislation which he has spon
sored. He has demonstr. d that he is a very able lobbyist
and propagandist for his own bills. The management of
The Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Company is therefore
faced with the necessity of deciding upon a course of
action in relation to this proposed legislation—whether to
do nothing and risk the possibility of the passage of the bill
and the resulting forced dissolution of this business, or to
engage in an active campaign in opposition to the bill.
In arriving at a decision, the interests of several groups
of people deserve consideration—the management, the
85,600 employees of the company, the consuming public,
the millions of farmers producing the country’s food, and
labor.

1. The Interests of the Management
The interests of the management can be dismissed as of very
little importance.
'
The Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Company is managed by
George L. Hartford and John A. Hartford under an arrange
ment made by their father, George Huntington Hartford, the
founder of the business. George L. Hartford has been actively
engaged in the grocery business for 58 years, working gener
ally six days a week, 52 weeks a year during that entire period.
John A. Hartford has been actively engaged in the grocery
business for 50 years, working generally six days a week, 5 2
weeks a year during that period. Both of these men could, of
course, retire without personal or financial inconvenience and
live very comfortably if chain stores were put out of business.
The record of the last calendar year shows that out of any
money earned annually from the business, in the case of George
L. Hartford, 82 percent is paid to government in taxes; in the
case of John A. Hartford, 83 percent is paid to government in
taxes. As neither of the brothers has any children, any monies
left out of their earnings would accrue to their estates, and in
the event of their death, inheritance taxes would probably
amount ,0 two-thirds of such accrued earnings, leaving ap
proximately 6 cents on the dollar as a motive for continued
personal service.
It is therefore apparent that the interests of management
need hardly be taken into consideration in arriving at a decision.

2. The Interests of the Employees
I The interests of the employees of the company are, how
ever, a matter of very grave concern.

It is simply a statement of fact to say that the employees of
The Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Company generally through
out the United States receive the highest wages and have the
shortest working hours of any workers in the grocery business,
whether chain store or individual grocer. Many of them
have devoted all of their working lives to the interests of
the company.
The management, therefore, has a definite obligation and
duty to defend the interests of these 85,600 employees against
legislation intended to throw all of them out of work.

3. The Interests of the Consumer

NISSEN’S
SNOW WHITE BREAD
A New Long Loaf
Oven Fresh Daily At Your

Independent Grocers’

OUR GRADING PIRN
ALlOMS NO

BUT A USfD CAR
THAT IS STARRCD
WITH THt TRUTH'

1937 DeSoto Sedan
1937 Oldsmobile Sedan

1936 Pontiac Tudor

1936 Dodge Sedan
1936 Oldsmobile Coupe

1935 Chevrolet Coupe
lS34j3hevrolet Sedan
1933 Plymouth Coupe

1933 Chevrolet Coupe
1931 Buick Sedan

1931 Essex Coach
MANY OTHERS TO CHOOSE
FROM
CONVENIENT TERMS

Since this business has been built by the voluntary patronage
of millions of American families, we believe that we must give
consideration to their interests in this matter. Millions of
women know how acute is the present problem of providing
food, clothing and shelter for themselves, their husbands and
their children out of their present income. When food prices go
up it is not a question of paying more for the same food. They
do not have the additional money with which to pay. There
fore, they must buy less and eat less. A & P Food Stores last
year distributed at retail $881,700,000 worth of food at a net
profit of I %.
This food was sold to the public at prices averaging from
eight to ten percent lower than the prices of the average indi
vidual grocer. Literally, millions of sales were made at prices
twenty-five percent lower than those of the average individual
grocer. This saving of eight to twenty-five cents on each dollar is
of vital importance to these millions of families. If they were
denied the opportunity to buy at these lower prices it would
simply mean that in millions of homes they would have to leave
meat off the table another day a week, eat less fresh fruits and
vegetables, give the growing child one bottle of milk less every
week or stint on butter, cheese, poultry, eggs and many other
of the most nourishing foods.
In the last 10 years during the greatest period of chain store
growth, the number of individual dealers has increased rather
than decreased. We maintain that there is nothing wrong when
these dealers charge more than we charge. They must charge
these prices in order to make a fair profit. The average grocer
will, upon request, deliver the groceries to the customer's door
and in many cases extends credit to some of his customer*.
Delivery service costs money. The grocer must put this added
cost in the prices to his customers. In the same way the exten
sion of credit involves the expense of bookkeeping, the tying
up of capital, and credit losses. There is nothing wrong in the
higher mark up of the individual grocer, because he is render
ing a service that justifies his prices.
If some customers can afford and voluntarily elect to pay a
higher price for groceries and meats because they want credit
or because they want delivery to their homes it is quite proper
that they should pay an additional price for such service. How
ever, the millions of families in this country whose income is
limited and who can have more and better food because they
are willing to pay cash and carry home their own purchases,
should not be denied this opportunity. Millions of families of
limited incomes can only enjoy their present standard of living
through these economies and savings. These millions of Ameri
can families have helped us build a great business because they
believe we have rendered them a great service. The company,
therefore, has an obligation and a duty to protect the interests
of these customers.

4. The Interests of the Farmer
Eight million farm families are engaged in producing tho
food consumed by the American people. All of the farm homes
in America, therefore, comprising one-fourth of all of the popu
lation of the United States, have a direct interest in the methods
of distribution by which the products of their labor and of tho
soil are marketed.
.
Approximately 30% of their production is marketed through
the chain food stores; about 70% through individual grocers.
Their fruit*, vegetables and other foodstuffs are sold through the
chainstoresatpricesaveraging8‘c to 1 0% cheaperthantheprices
at which they are sold by many grocers. If the farmer sells a
given product to’ both at the same price, the individual grocer
must charge the public more to take care of his higher costs.
Thus 30% of the farmer's products reach the public at low
prices and 70% of his products reach the public at higher prices.
If the public cannot consume a given crop of apples, potatoes, berries or any other product, at the prices at which they
are offered, these goods do not move from the grocer s shelves,
a surplus accumulates and the farmer finds that he either can
not sell the balance of his crop or must sell it at a substantial
loss. Only too often a situation arises when it is literally cheaper
for the farmer to let his apples or his peaches rot on the ground
than to expend the labor costs necessary to pack and ship them.
Every farm economist knows that a 10% surplus does not mean
10% less return to the farmer but often more than'20% les8
return.
.
. •
In other words, the farmer s problem is to sell his products
at the cost of production plus a fair profit and to get them to the
public with as few intermediate costs and profits as possible. It
i, therefore obviously unfair to the farmer to propose legislation
which would, at a single blow, wipe out 30% of his distributing
machinery-—and that 30% the part which maintains the price
to the farmer yet reaches the public at low cost because of eco
nomical distribution. It would be just as unfair to the farmer to
propose putting out of business all of the individual grocers of
the country who distribute 70'! of his produce. Both chain food
stores and individual grocers perform a distributive function
vital to the interests of the farmer. If either failed to function
the farmer would be faced with tremendous surpluses and
heartbreaking losses.
For years the A & P has dealt with the farmers both as pro
ducers and consumers. We feel that we have a definite obliga
tion and duty to oppose any legislative attack upon their best
interests.

5. The Interests of Labor
Every business in this country has a vital interest in the pur
chasing power of labor. When labor has high wages and great
purchasing power, everyone is prosperous. When labor’s pur
chasing power is curtailed, all Business suffers and the Ameri
can standard of living is impaired. For many years it has been
the wise policy of the national government to protect real wages
and the purchasing power of the worker's dollar. Combinations
or agreements to raise prices, thus reducing real wages, have
been declared illegal.
It certainly seems strange that it should now be proposed to
destroy a group of businesses for the frankly admitted reason
that they furnish the necessities of life to the wage earner and
his family at low prices. There are approximately 900,000
workers directly employed in the chain store industry. What
course is open to us but to oppose the action of a man who, at a
time when more than I 1,000,000 wage earners are already out
of work and 3,000,000 families on relief, proposes a bill that
would add almost another million to the roll of unemployed,
wipe out 30$ of the distributing machinery of all of the farmers
of the United States, and raise the cost of living of the wage
earners of the United States.

We believe that our organization ha* rendered a great
service to the American people and that it is as a result
of that service that we have prospered. If we consulted
our own interest it would be very easy to stop and enjoy
whatever leisure we have earned. No one is dependent
upon u* except our fellow workers. However, after the
fullest consideration of all interests, we have arrived at the
decision that we would be doing les* than our full duty if
we failed to oppose, by every fair means, legislation pro
posed by the Honorable Wright Patman.
As we have said, Mr. Patman is an able politician, an
able lobbyist and an able propagandist. In that field he is
an expert. We are experts only in the grocery business.
We believe the chain stores have a right to present their
case to the American people.. We will not go into politics,
nor will we establish a lobby in Washington for the purpose
of attempting to influence the vote of any member of the
Congress. We expect only a full and fair opportunity to
present the case for the chain stores as a great service
organization for the American people.
Since the task we have set before us is one involving the
widest dissemination of complete information to all of
the American people, and since this is a profession in
which we are not expert, we have engaged Carl Byoir &
Associates, public relations counsel, to do this work. We
realize that our views are seldom news. We know, there
fore, that we must be prepared to spend a substantial sum
of money in telling our story to all of the American people.
Wc declare now that this money will be spent in the dis
semination of information through paid advertising and
every medium available to us, and in cooperating in the
work or formation of study groups among consumers,
farmers and workers, which provide open forums for a
discussion of all measures affecting the cost of living.
We believe that when the American people have all of
the facts they will make their decision known to their
representatives in Congress. As Americans we will be
content with that decision.

JOHN A. HARTFORD

'r

ROCKLAND ' IMOMM

The Yankees yeserday won first
blood In the World Series, which
now looks very much like a fourgame affair.
,
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Every-Other-Day

Junior Women’s Club

There will be no beano party at
Legion Hall Friday night as an
nounced, but the regular party will
1938
be held next Tuesday at 7.30.

THIS IS BLANKET WEEK

at WOTTON’S

SUN MON TU ESWTD THU FRI SAT

1
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2 3 A[ 5 6 7 8
9 101 1 12 13 14 15
16 17 1JU9 20 21 22
%
&2526 27 28 22

Charles C. Wotton’s football as
signment for Saturday is the rel- i
eree’s job at the Bangor High-'
John Bapst game in Bangor.

25% WOOL BLANKETS
(all boxed) size 70x80
V '

~

In Blue, Rust, Green, Gold, Burgundy, Orchid
*

Rockland Townsend Club No. 1
will meet in ithe K. P. hall Friday
night. At 7.30 a fine entertainment
will be presented and the orchestra
will play, under the direction of
Mrs. Emma Harvey.

An Outstanding Value

$2.98
PART WOOL DOUBLE BLANKETS
In All the Popular Shades
Another Outstanding Value

$1.98 pair

TALK OF THE TOWN

Romain J. Marcoux, D.D.G.E.R.
makes an official visit to Rockland
“COMING
EVENTS
CAST
THEIR
Lodge, BP.O.E , next Monday night
SHADOWS BEFORE”
Oct. 8—8outh Thomaston—Limerock and the Bath. Gardiner and Lewis
Valley Pomona meets at Wessaweskeag ton lodges have been Invited. Bal
Grange hall.
. Oct. 9-15—Fire Prevention Week.
loting on one application. Chicken
Oct 11—Fire dapartment ball at Com
supper.
munity Building
Oct. 11—Knox County Teacher con
vention In Rockland.
Oct 12—Quarterly meeting of Lin
coln Baptist Association in Liberty.
Oct. 12—Columbus Day.
Oct 14—Olen Cove—Penobscot View
Orange fair.
Oct 19—Union—Seven Tree Orange
fair.
Oct. 20—Baptist Men's League holds
Its first meeting of the season.
Oct 25—Jimmie and Dick at Com
munity Building.
Oct 31—Hallowe'en.
Nov. 1-2 —Camden— YMC A. Min
strels at Opera House.
Nov. 5—Annual bazaar at Pleasant
Valley Orange.

L. S. Adams of 83 Tobey street
has The Courier-Gazette's thanks
for copies of the special edition of
the Providence Journal showing the
tremendous damage caused by the
tropical hurricane in the Rhode
Island metropolis.

It is expected that the new Park
street Arena will be ready for box
ing shows by Oct. 19, and that is the
Out of State motorists still like us. date now set for the opening ex
Nova Scotia car in the city yester hibition in which the principals will
day.
be Roy Worcester of Bangor and
The Community Theatre Guild Harry King of Worcester.
meets at the Congregational Church
A large delegation from Chester
tonight at 7 30.
D. Stone Post, VF.W., Friendship
The monthly meeting of Oppor visited Huntley-Hill Post Monday
tunity Class has been postponed night. Supper was served by Mrs.
until Thursday, Oct. 13.
Elizabeth Noonan, president of the
Auxiliary Past Department Com
General repairs are being made mander Oliver R. Hamlin was one
to the dome ot the Court House. A of the speakers.
bit airish for the workmen up there.

Funeral services for John Loth
rop will be held today at 2 o'clock
from the residence. 32 Lisle street.
The men will serve tomorrow
night's supper at Pleasant Valley
Grange with George Hamlin at thc
wheel and the latchstring out for
old members in particular.
Mrs Nellie Achorn. Mrs. Mae Reed
and Mrs. Bessie Church are chair
men of tomorrow night's public
beano party at G.A.R. hall under
auspices of S. of U. V. Auxiliary.
(Miriam Rebekah Lodge met Tues
day night. Annual reports were
read and showed the Lodge to have
made a substantial gain this year.
A short program was presented,
consisting of readings by Mrs. Net
tie Stewart. Mrs. Flora Post and
Mrs. Susan Bowley and a vocal solo
by Mrs. Vora Bemis. Installation of
officers will be held Oct. 14. with
Mrs. Florence Lawson D.D.P. of
Vinal Haven as installation officer.
This will be a single public instal
lation Instead of a Joint one as
announced.
Nary a shudder of apprehension
crossed the minds of the city high
way and public works personnel
though their number totalled 13
when they gathered for fun and
frivolity Tuesday night at the Cres
cent Beach cottage of A. C. Jones.
“What forsooth, can be unlucky
about a royal feed of lobster, steak
and sundry goodies” queried they,
and straightway banished the
thought in wholesale card playing
and general jollity. In the group
were Messrs Hill, Emery. Butler,
Robert Gardner. J. C. Gardner, Halligian, Wallace, Herrick, Leavitt,
Wood, Fitzgerald, Jones and Wyllie.

Starting this week, barber shops
will close Saturday night at 9
o’clock during the winter months —
adv.
120*121

9 days. Funeral Friday at 2 o'clock
from Martinsville Church Interment
In South Parish.
Smith—At Thomaston, Oct 5. Rich
ard C.. son of Mt. and Mrs Charles E
Sm1‘b. a zed 4 months. 1 day Com
mittal services Friday at 2 o'clock at
Thomaston cemetery.
Spear—At Rockland. Oct. 4. Ella M..
wldcw of Frank Spear, aged 87 years. 9
months, 17 dwvs. Funeral today at 2
o'clock from 8 Holmes street. Inter
ment In Achorn cemetery

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of William I. Barrows. who passed away 'Oct. 5. 1937
I One year has passed since that sad day.
1 When one we loved was called away
Time takes away the edge of grief.
But memory turns back every leaf.
•
His Wife and Mother

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 662
ROCKLAND, ME.
98-tf

WALDO THEATRE
MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
Matinees Every Day at 2.30
Evenings at 7 and 9

: States Biological Survey, the United
States Bureau of Fisheries, and the
-------various state fish-and-game comBut Little Done About Con- missions are given the funds they

Much Has Been Said

servation of Wild Life need t0 accomplish their normal
c
«ry » n !•
duties. We can have wild life in
□ays Long Darling
abundance perpetually, he says, "if

THURSDAY, OCT. 6
TYRONE POWER
ALICE EAVE
DON AMECHE
ETHEL MERMAN
in

Conservation of wild life Is a sub-

CHISHOLM’S

Public beano .Friday ‘night G.A.R.
DIED
hall with regular and special prizes,
Seavey—At Waldoboro. Oct 1 Leon
auspices Auxiliary S. of U. V. *
ard H. Seavey. aged 77 years. 3 month.-

•

A COMPLETE LINE OF BLANKETS up to, per pair.............................. $13.95

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to extend our sincere thanks
and appreciation to the friends and
relatives, and to the .nurses and doctors
at Knox Hospital, lor their kindness
to Danny during his recent ’.toy there.
Mr and Mrs James Pendleton, Daniel (
Pendleton.
North Haven
•
•
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank those that sent I
flowers and for their kindness during |
our late father's Illness and death; also
for Prank Priest of Rockport for tho
use al his car.
Son and Daughter, Eben and Grace

Dow.

•

jIAaL

DOMESTIC
FINANCE
CORPORATION

CUMULATIVE PREFERENCE STOCK

The 40th consecutive quar
terly dividend on the Cumu
lative Preference Stock of
Domestic Finance Corpora
tion and predecessor constituent company has been
declared al Ihe rale of 50c a
share payable November 1,
1938, lo stockholders of
record October 27, 1938.
L. E. MICKLE,
Vi'ye-Prea. and Traatut**

25 OFFICES IN 7 STATES

BURPEE’S
MORTICIANS
Ambulance Service
TELS. 390 AND 781-1
3G1-365 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
.
119-tf

Peanut Dainties
33c lb

Asst. Chocolates
27c lb

HOPE

Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Bearse of
Melrose Highlands. Mass., were
overnight guests Monday at thc
home of Mr. and Mrs. C. A Dunton.
Hope Grange won second place
in the Grange contest at Union Fair
with a booth beautifully decorated
NEW QUALITY
in brown and orange and filled with
"REPUTATION” BRAND
vegetables, food, fancy work, rugs
and quilts.
Otis True of North Carolina was
Now carried in bulk
weekend guest of Mr. and Mrs. L
P. True.
William Hardy, a sophomore nt
; University of Maine, spent the weeki end at home.
The local 4-H Club contest will b?
I held Saturday night in the Grange
i hall.
1 Hope Grange will meet Monday
night. There will be a supper at
6 30 to which members not solicited
will take pastry.
L. P. True's factory is canning
From the Candy Table To You
squash.
John Wilson, Jr., of Red Bank.
N. J., has bought the N.' F. Barrett
438 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND place and will move here perma
nently.
JIMBO

Salted Peanuts
25c lb

Chocolates
60c lb

Peanut Butter
Kisses
29c lb

SPECIAL VALUES

The first meeting of the Rockland
Junior Woman s Club was held at.
the home of Mrs. Dorinda Coughlin
Monday night. There were 21
members present. Assisting hos
tesses were: Mrs. Mary Glidden,
Miss Eleanor Tibbetts and Mrs.
Jane Hall.
At the business session a letter of
resignation was read from Mrs.
Alice Gay Spear, vice president, who
Is now living in New York Miss
Mary Lawry was elected to fill tills
vacancy.
It was announced that the club
will sponsor a room for girls at the
Community Building. The follow
ing group was selected to carry out
the program: General chairman.
Mrs. Dorinda Coughlin, chairman |
of activities. Miss Mary Lawry,
chairman of supervision, Miss Vir
ginia Leach and Room chairman,
Miss
Marguerite
deRochemont.
Further information will be pre
sented at a later date.
Miss Eleanor Tibbetts gave a very
interesting talk on current events, i
Papers were read by Mrs. Mary i
Glidden and Mrs. Jane Hall on
“Norway and Sweden" which
showed a marked comparison in the
customs of these countries and ours.
Refreshments were served. Mrs.
Madlene Jackson poured.
The next monthly meeting will be

CANDY

Miller of Waban. Mas?, and Miss
Evangeline Murray of Rockland.

Ambulance Service

FULL SIZE PLAID SHEET BLANKET, this week ............................................ 49

the sportsmen and conservationists
will organize and tell their story
Ject about which more has been said j loudly enough."
and less done than anytnmg in the !
-----------------JOHN T. LOTHROP
world except the weather., declares
J. N. i "Ding") Darling, cartoonist
Tlie death Monday of John T.
and former chief of the United
“ALEXANDER’S
States Biological Survey, in the Lothrop marked the end of a long
RAGTIME BAND” | current Rotarian Magazine. With and varied career, the final chapter
with great cast including
America's wild-life population on
of which was his service as.janitor
Jack Haley, Jean llersholt, John
the downhill skids, he says, much
of the McLain School building.
Carradine. Helen Westley
must be done to conserve for coming
The deceased was ip his 82d year.
generations resources Intended to be
FRI.-SAT.. OCT. 7-8
In early life he went to sea in sum- i
the heritage of all.
SONJA HEME
mer and worked at ship carpenter-!
"We may inflate currency, but it
RICHARD GREENE
ing winters. This was followed by
JOAN DAVIS
won't put back soils on our eroded
the M. A. St. John Granite Co. He
CESAR ROMERO
farms nor bring back our forests," he
"Pat" French, former Rockland
remained with Mr. St. John until
BI DDY EBSEN
asserts. “We may accumulate all
ball player, and for several years
the latter's death, and was appoint
in
the gold in the world in our Trea
coach at Lewiston High, is respond
ed special administrator, giving a
“
MY
LUCKY
STAR
”
sury,
but
it
won't
put
water
back
on
ent on an assault and battery case
bond in the sum of $30,000. In 1888
our artificial deserts nor restore our
at Brunswick. The trial has been
he was appointed agent of the New
SUN.-MON., OCT. 9-10
food
crops,
fish,
fowl,
and
gifts
of
postponed to Oct. 17, when the
York, Maine & New Brunswick
FRED ASTAIRE and
Nature.”
complainant, Miss Ruth Tanner,
GINGER ROGERS
Steamship Co., which did business ]
Americans have poured down the
will be able to appear.
in
rathole much of that which Nature at this port four years. He served
“CAREFREE”
gave them, writes Conservationist one year as bookeeper for the late
The Kiwanis Club Monday night
Fred A. Thorndike and then engaged
Lyrics and Music by
Darling, for rivers once teeming
formed the acquaintance of Ma
in
the produce business with T M
Irvmg Berlin
With fish are sewers; millions of
jor Vernon W. Hall, US A., who
with Ralph Bellamy. Franklvn
acres of the richest soil have become Bartlett in New York.
chose the candid camera as his sub
Langhorn
At one time Mr. Lothrop owned
ugly, eroding scars; and forests of
ject. Major Hall is the new in
Also
one
steambBat and was a half owner
priceless value have been hacked
struction officer of the CAC and is
of two others. He started a route
1938 MARCH OF TIME No. 1
down and burned away.
rapidly accumulating a large circle
and Brand New Walt Disney
"We have lots of conservationists between Belfast and Stonington,
but the death of his wiM changed
Caitc.cn “Brave Little Tailor”
of friends in Rockland.
but little conservation, and our re
sources continue to disappear,” he his plans, and he returned and was
F. A. Winslow of Tlie Courierobserves. "Eleven million Americans the successful applicant out of 18
Gazette has been engaged by the
Samuel Shapiro's residence at 85
pay an annual license fee to fish or for the position of Janitor at the
Second South Baptist Church of St Limerock street is being enlarged by
High School building. He served
George to deliver one of his lectures the addition of an enclosed piazza hunt, and there are 36.000 so there four years, one year at the
cieties, clubs, leagues, and associa
Tuesday night. Oct. 25 Supper will
Purchase street school and six at
The Council of Administration. tions whose avowed object is con
be served at the Martinsville Grange
the McLain building. He had taken
servation.
Aroused
and
united
in
hall at 6.30 and Mr. Winslow will Department of Maine United Span
three
federal examinations, and
ish War Veterans Auxiliary will one cause they have saved thc ducks
speak at 7 in that building.
held two licenses as a steamboat
frem
a
precarious
emergency,
and
meet at Legion Hall. South Port
could be equally effective in other I captain.
The Knox-Waldo Schoolmen's land Sunday at 2 p. m.
fields
I He espoused the Greenback cause
Club dined pt Beach Inn, Lincoln
"It is time for us, the custodian- at lhe lime when ll was an imP°rt‘
ville Monday night, and the busiLOTS OF PRXlSE
of our own fate and that of ourchil- ant political factor in Maine and
ness meeting was presided over by JJnes to Thp B,ack Cat:_
dren's children to heed the signs i served as chairman of the county
Principal Philip Annis of Crosby The Black Cat aits at the top c. the
which are written along the trail committee, a member of the State
Hteh
School
Supt.
rtign oumoj.
p Charles E. 1 Wlth page.
manner proved and serene:
has blazed committee and candidate for mayor.
Lord of Camden was the speaker. He ls a h„ndsome cat. and knows it which civilization
through the ages," he continues, He was postmaster at Clark Island
These officers were elected: Presi- And he likes to see and be seen
in 1887. and once sought the coun
dent. Principal Ernest Dutton. His wits are keen and he "knows whats urging conservation groups to co ty commissioner nomination on the
operate in seeing that thc United I
Stockton Springs; vice president, He also knows “who's who.”
Democratic ticket.
Walter Gay, Warren; secretary- And why; and when; and where; and
Hs belonged to Aurora Lodge.
treasurer, Milford Payson, Camden. And he win tell you about it too
F.A.M.. King Solomon's Temple
EVERYBODY LIKES
--------------------- i His memory ts a? long as the mqral
Chapter. RAM.. Claremont Com
law.
BURN
mandery, K. T. and the Scottish
„ .
His reminiscences sure to be true;
Sylvester—At Rockland. -ept. 21. to jje can gjve yOU the correct dates
Rite
bodies. (He was at one time
Sylvester,
a
Q
n
an
ythlng.
since
1492—
Mr and Mrs. Edward N
son—Austin Nathaniel.
secretary of the New England Or
Crute—At Waldoboro. Sept 18 at cf people and schools, politics or events
der of Protection.
Little's Nursing Home, to Mr and Mrs. He knows the answer to them all;
Donald K Crute of Friendship, a if you have a question that puzzles
He will be remembered as a
FROM
dpS^r'Kay rranCe5’ Welght 1,2 He Jto give him a call.
kindly, companionable man and an
toM S“th&lonHcXvd^Flor3aju,ng may the Black Cat In triumph
excellent citizen.
preside.
Mr. Lothrop is survived by three
Hooper), a daughter—Mary Agnes
At thc right hand top of the page
Rackliff—At Knox Hospital. Oct 4. Our admiration goes out to him.
daughters, Mrs. Grace Rollins and
to Mr. and Mrs. Charles W Racklilf This black hal-ed. green-eyed sage
o
---- o
Mrs. Ralph Trim of this city and
I Elaine Richards) a daughter—Judith
Aurelia Ripley
THIS
WEEK
Elaine.
South Thomaston. Oct. 5.
Mrs. Elmer E Marston of Portland;
Sprague—At Knox Hospl'al. Oct. 4.
three grandchildren. Daphne Wins
to Mr and Mrs. George Sprague ILllllas
Reed I. a son—Christopher Reed
low of Rockland; Mrs. George Web
j0y_At Vlnal Haven. Oct
to Mr
ster and Richard Marston of Port
and Mrs Clyde Joy. a daughter.
consecutive
land; two sisters. Mrs. Lester Dun
9UIII DIVIDEND
MARRIED
bar of Nobleboro and Mrs. Mina
Miller-Murray—At Rockland, Oct. 3.
Fit';h of Warren.

A New England Boiled Dinner
will be served 11 to 1 o'clock Oct.
6 at G.A.R. hall by the Relief Corps,
—adv.
118-119 by Rev. J. Charles MacDonald. <Jeor?e

Are you reading the Green Maga
zine? Get New England's own
weekly magazine each week with
the Boston Sunday Advertiserpacked with good reading—features
by well known writers. Ask for the
Boston Sunday Advertiser and get
the Green Magazine.
121‘lt

EXTRA LARGE AND EXTRA HEAVY DOUBLE BLANKETS in all
the pastel shades, including the new dark colors, pair ........................ v $3.98

TWO OUTSTANDING

Hold First Meeting and Fills
Vacancy In Office of Vice
President

PERCOLATORS
Regularly

$6.95 and $7.95

SILEX

COFFEE MAKERS

NOW

While they last at this
lowest price in history

$4.95 and $5.95

$3.95

EVERY CUP JUST RIGHT

CENT
POWE
held at the home of Miss Margue
rite deRochemont with Miss Julia
Littlefield and Mrs. Madlene Jackson assisting as hostesses.

READ THE ADS
Save yftcneq

▲IHE
MPAMY
BALLARD
BUSINESS SCHOOL
37 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND. ME.
Evening Classes Beginning
OCTOBER 4
Tuesdays and Thursdays
7.00 to 9.00 P. M.
TELEPHONE 234
118-1;

WEEK-END
SUGGESTIONS

FOWL

FANCY NATIVE BIRDS
FRESH DRESSED

STEAKS

LB.

PORTERHOUSE, SIRLOIN,
ROUND. CUBE

LB.

24/
29/

23/
BEEF POT ROAST _
BRISKET
LEAN CORNED BEEF THICK END IJ». 23/
FRANKFORTS-Minced Ham LB. 17/
COUNTRY BUTTER >o™¥ 2 LBS. 51/
$1.15
SUGAR 10 LB. BAG 46/
25 LB. BAG
BOILED
IF
... 21/
ALIVE LOBSTERS DESIRED
2 LB. BOX
15/
SODA CRACKERS
25/
CIGARETTES
BIRDSEYE FOODS ARE ALWAYS GOOD
BIRDS EYE

Try BIRDSEYE LIMA BEANS

PKG.

They are parked fresh from the vines

US^IVDHY
! BATH SOAP
I BRUSH I.a9n
* ZOc

21/

Golden Layer Cake
17/
EACH

LARGE SIZE
HEINZ

3 FOR
SOUR PICKLES
5 FOR
FANCY GRAPEFRUIT
DOZ.
CALIFORNIA ORANGES
10 LB.
BAG
ONIONS
CELERY
2 BUNCHES
FRESH STRING BEANS 2 QTS.
RINSO
2 LARGE PACKAGES
FORMOSA
LB.
TEA IN BULK OOLONG
LBS.
FIG BARS
POUND
CARTONS
PURE LARD

10/
25/
19/
29/
25/
15/
37/
27/
25/
10/

BAKERY SPECIAL
Wellesley Fudge Cakes

16/

EACH

Peanut Brittle
25c lb

Our Markets Carry EVERYTHING TO EAT

CHISHOLM BROS.

PHONE 1234 FOR PROMPT DELIVERY • USE THE LARGE PARKING SPACE AT OUR PARK ST MARKET

THE

PERRY

MARKETS

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, October 6, 1938

Page Four

'<1 wet out and here we have a nice don’t?
(Bouncing harder than
warm room and all . . .
ever)
William—Well, er . . .
Jerry (hands her coin)—How’s
Mrs. R. (pressing the matter): that?
Latest news from Lincoln County towns collected by our diligent cor
Hadn’t you rather stay, Willyam?
Marcia—You shouldn't, Jerry!
respondents. Send Waldoboro news to Mrs. Louise Miller, telephone 27.
You two can have this whole room Jerry—Forget it, my pet!
1
2.
3
b
to yourselves without a soul to Sally—(edging up to William'—
$
bother either of you and—Mr. Rey Better ask the old man in a hurry. Fred Burns, first selectman, anniversary of their marriage. Gifts
(By Charles Emery)
7
picked
a
wild
violet
Sunday.
He
of
leather
were
received
by
the
nolds will be right in the next room The technique this guys got —
,1
took it home, transplanted it and couple and refreshments were
if—well, if either of you should
ii
11
whew! . . . (Sighs' If only I was
at last reports, it was still in bloom, served. Those present were Mr. and
want anything . . .
older
(As she exits, she sighs
01
Miss Milllcent Burns was given Mrs. Austin Miller Mr and Mrs.
14
15
Characters: William, Mrs. Rey ter off onto someone who doesn't
lb
Will iam—Atschoo!
17
again) It’s a man’s world . ..
a
party
in
honor
of
her
22d
birthRichard
Gerry.
Captain
and
Mrs.
want
her.
Get
that.
”
nolds. Sally, Marcia, Jerry, and Mr.
Mrs. R.—That's perfectly all right
William—Ah”0* thtak I’ll-ah- day Monday night at the home of Ralph Pollard. Mr.^and Mrs. James
lo
William—Who said I didn't want Thank Providence we have such
ie>
19
Reynolds.
her?
a '
' ‘
W
comfortable quarters is what I al talk to your father for a minute or her slstcr- Mrs- Harold Ralph.
Scene: The living-room of the
Sally—Oh, Papa might have ways say. (With dignified nobility' two. Marcia. That is if-ah-he Oames were played and refresh'
Z3>
Z5
Reynolds home. It is comfortable meant Jerry, you know.
ments served. The guest of honor dall Blanchard, Mrs. Myrtle Marcho
I shall leave you to yourselves now. doesn't mind.
received many beautGul and useful Sumner Hancock and Clayton Jackand pleasing in appearance, al
William-^Jerry?
Jerry
who? Couples prefer to be in solitude.
27 Ws Zb
Zb
(Marcia and Jerry pass out as
gifts. Those present were Mr. and son.
though it does not boast of luxury. You mean there's someone else who but I'm the type who understands I he puts his arm about her.,
O
iMrs. Fred Burns, Mr. and Mrs. Wil- )
- 30 31
3l
iM 35
ii
At Rise: A knock is heard at the is showing attentions to your sis perfectly. (Sighs as she departs*
William (running toward tnem)
school Neu's
‘lis Ralph, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
!*n<>o, >ews
ter?
Oh.
to
be
young
again
!
(Grabs
Sally,
—Hey!
door. Mrs. Reynolds appears and
A meeting was called Friday of
Sally—Showering is the word, yanking her out with her) Come on
O 37
3b
Mr. R. (Settling behind news- ' Crowell. Miss Alma Winchenbaugh,
opens the door to William.
I
Miss
Barbara
Benner.
Miss
Beverly
a
"
students
interested
in
being
11Willie. Showering is the word.
o
Sally darling.
paper)—That'll do. young man.
Mrs. R.—So nice of you to come,
Richards. Misses Laura and Gene- brarians. Selected were: Mary StafWilliam (getting up, rubbing his
4o
41
Ml
43
William
—
I'm
sorry,
sir.
Sally—I won't I won't! (But she's
1
vieve Creamer. Miss Florence Geele. lord. Allison Colwell. Frances Mank.
w
Willyam. i Places lorgnette to her hands'—What's his name, Sally? almost oG)
Mr. R.—Can't you be anything
Mrs. Marjorie Day. Miss Evelyn Beatrice Bagley. Jeanne IfUl. ShirWhat's his full name- Tell me
44
4b
eyes' It is Willyam. isn't it?
45
Mrs. R. (yanking her harder, with but sorry tonight?
Ralph. Miss Olive Piper. Lester ley Morse. Vera Jameson, and Wllright now!
William
—
I
can't
seem
to
be
.
.
.
William—It's me all right, Mrs.
a low whisper): Come along, you
Black. Clyde Vannah. Hollis Dus-jliam Fitzgerald.
Sally—What'll ya gimmie?
Mb
49
I'm—ah—sorry, sir . . .
little brat ...
Reynolds. (Steps in with wet rain
William—No gold digging today.
wald, Russell Hilton, Ronald. Helen, j During the past week many new
Mr.
R.
—
I
think
I
gathered
that,
j
William (to Marcia): You look
coat on.) I feel like a drowned rat. Sally. I'm broke.
Greta and Harold Ralph Jr., the books have been catalogued and
50
You mean you're sorry.
r
Mrs. R.—You poor boy. I didn't Sally—Yeah? How was you and beautiful.
gust of honor. Miss Burns and the put in the racks for student use.
William (after a struggle)—Nice
Marcia—Thank you. Willyam.
realize it was raining so hard.
Marcy going to the dance tonight,
hosts Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ralph. Two traveling libraries have been
—er—weather . . .
Mr and Mrs. Austin Miller en- received from the State Library in
William—Now don't you start in.
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
William (neezes in Mrs. R.’s face): on yer looks? Hand over the money
Mr. R. (from behind paper)—
1-A fine
40— It it (contr.)
12- Prefix. Half
and I’ll tell ya.
tertained at dinner Saturday night i Augusta.
Achoo!
Marcia—You don't like it then?
Swell. Hear it pour outside.
7- Rescue
41- Eyed
13- ldea
in honor of their house guests. Miss! At assembly in the gymnasium,
William—No, it isn't worth it.
Mrs. R. (places lorgnette to eyes):
William—You know I don't. It alWilliam—Sir. I'd er like to ask
8- Greek god of war
43-Cover
15-End
Sally
—
What?
Marcy
isn't
worth
I beg your pardon.
44- Cry of a horse
17-Toward the sheltered
ways reminds me of William of Or-; you . . . er . . . Well, sir. I'd appro“(Olive Higgins of Brownville June- Tuesday the teachers told of their 10- To scatter
tion and Clayton Jackson of Ban plans for clubs and work during 11- Bird homes
46-Whipped
side
William (sneezes again): Achoo! a nickel?
ange and I despise oranges.
} date very much your—
12- A beverage
19-Pertaining to
48- Painful
William—I didn't mean that.
gor. Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Jameson the year.
Mrs R.—But of course it's I, Wil
Marcia—And what have oranges
Mr. R (still behind paper)—Yes.
14-Girl'* name
49- Horse's gait
punishment
Sally—I'm going to tell Marcy
Jr.. Miss Carol Stevens and Sumner
lyam. dear. Who on earth did you
Mr. Miller plans to have a news- j 10-A fish
50- More abounding in 21-Situation*
ever done to you that you should Express yourself, young man.
you said she wasn't worth a nickel.
think it was?
23-Decay
flag-like herbs
paper contest between classes. Miss 13- Musical instrument
despise them?
j William (with a gulp)—your telling Hancock.
20- Falsehood
25-Small island
Miss
Olive
Higgins
of
Brownville
William—Forgive me, Mrs. Rey (Turns to go.)
Stevens
announced
that
there
will
William—I don’t know, but let's
... ah. look. sir. I m taking a
21- Powdered (Her.)
27-Conaidered
William
(hastily
fishing
in
pock

VERTICAL
nolds. Is Marcia ready yet?
chance staying here and talking Junction and Clayton Jackson of be four one-act plays this fall, and 22- Weaiel-like animal
30-Check
not
talk
about
oranges.
We
re
alone
Bangor were weekend guests of Mr. that try-outs for girls' glee club > 24—Tract of grassy land
Mrs R.—I’ll go see if I can’t hurry ets)—No. no, here you are, Sally,
31- Relieves
now—and gosh, but you're—beau with you. Sometimes, we have to
right
here.
(Presses
coin
in
her
1- Equallty
devoid of tree*
32- Relate (abbr.)
and Mrs. Austin Miller. They were will be held Wednesday. Mr. Gerry ,
her up a bit. Won't you take off
take a chance, you know . . .
tiful.
2- Level
34- Sub-lease
20-At present
hand.)
your things. Willyam?
Mr. R—Get to the point, young accompanied home by Mrs. Miller „ill have charge of a stamp club,
3- Stairway post
35- lnvade suddenly
Marcia—Oh. Bill, I do hope your
William—Now tell me all you
who was called to Bangor by the
The QUi<jance classes under Mr. I 23- lnsect egg
(Enter Sally, aged 11, bouncing
man.
23—Bigger
4- Portable light
38-Combining form.
<
eyes aren't bad.
know.
rubber ball)
5- Three spot of cards
Straight
Hancock have been studying the 33-Earth (Latin)
William—Yes. sir. I sure will . . . death of her grandfather.
Sally
—
Gee,
that
would
take
William—Don't worry about my I mean I will, to be sure . . . It's
41- Monster
6- Affirmatlve reply
Mrs. R —Sally, dear, do take WilMr. and Mrs. Irvin Varney andjcorrect use of the dictionary. He 36—Cure
7- Begin
42- Venture
eyes. (Indicates divan) Wont you thl$ way
We never know tufSOn. CliGord of Bath were guests expects to start the classes on vo- 37-Termination denot
lyam's things, dear, and hang them years!
9-Guide
45-Ancient name of Nio
ing vocation
William—I mean tell me this fel- sit down?
up in the kitchen to dry.
1 we've asked for a thing whether Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Virgil cational study next week.
10-Fix firmly
39—Cauterize
47-And not
low
s
name
and
where
he
lives
and
—
Marcia (bounces at one end):
Sally—What'll ya gimmie?
»:. we stand a chance for it. sir. and I- Wallace.
Seven Junior and Senior students
Sally—Well, his name is Jerry- Won t you?
(Solutlon to previous puzzle)
Mrs. R—Sally, wouldn t you do
(Hopelessly lost)
Visitors Sunday at the home of of Agriculture at Waldoboro High
Baxter and I guess he lives in a
that for Willyam?
William (bounces at other end):
DUTCH NECK
Mr. R —Stop beating about the Mr and Mrs. Roland Creamer were School participated in a field trip
Sally (taking his coat with a sigh) bouse Just about like you and me Thanks.
! bush young man and boil down to Mr. Creamer's brother Clarence |10 Union Fair with Mr. Gerry their
'cause he ain't no gypsy nor any
Mrs. Frances Quiner. has closed
—It’s a man’s world! (Exits.)
(The painful pause.)
J bare facts what you have to say Creamer and Mrs. Creamer of instructor. The horse pulling, catthing.
Butter
Point Farm and returned to
William —Nasty weather.
to me. There s an article of great Greene and Mr. and Mrs. Parker tie and poultry exhibits, and a 93
William—Atschoo!
Marblehead. Mass., for the winter.
Mrs. R.—Isn't it horrid? It's William—Has he been here lateinterest
to
me
in
this
paper
and
Worrey
and
son
Parker
of
Rockland
(
pound
pumpkin
were
outstanding
Marcia—Did you speak?
seems to rain all the time lately.
Mrs. Olive Willy of Back Cove
i I'd like to read it.
Mrs Norman Farwell, daughter, points of interest.
William—No. did you?
And the gardens do need a little
Sally Gosh yes. He comes all
recently
visited Mrs. Myron Chase
William—Well, you know, you Norma of Lewiston and Miss BeaMarcia—No.
The Junior High classes have
let-up from it, you know.
j ^e nights you don t come
for a few days.
have
to
take
a
chance,
like
the
trice
F
a
rweil
of
Saco
were
weekend
William (after another long
formed an Improvement League.
William-They sure do-I mean,
William (faintly'-So that’s why
stock market ...
|guests of Mrs. Farwell's sister. Mrs. The officers are: President. Russell
Mrs. Herbert Stahl and son John
er, sure they do ...
, Marcia asked me to come only two pause)—It’s—awfully nasty weath
Mr. R. (puts aside paper)—Ah. Roland Creamer.
have returned from Portland where
er.
lately.
Creamer:
vtpe
president,
Donald
Mrs. R—Do have a chair. Marcia nigbts this we€'t- • •
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Peavey of Bel- Moore: secretary. Pauline Creamer: they visited Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Marcia—Yes, isn't It? (Pause now young man were gettlng some‘
should be down in a moment or two. I Sally—My sister s a sly one. It
' where. Why didn't you mention fas[ spent Sunday with Mr. and and treasurer. Barbara Picinick A Richardson.
again.)
I'll go hurry her up G I can. There's runs in
family,
William (with a gulp): You bring , stocks before? What do you think Mrs. Otis Ellis.
Howard Geele recently went to
William—Tell me, what did he
sub-committee of four members has
today's paper on the table there
Mrs. Gracia Libby. Miss Clara also been elected.
me
my sunshine on a stormy day. about United Steel?
Boston to enter a preparatory
somewhere. Willyam. Make your- and Marcia do?
William—I didn't—
Gay, Miss Ethel Hunniman and
Marcia—Do I? It sounds dread
Sally—Oh. they sat on the divar.
The enrollment statistics show school
self at home.
MONHEGAN
Mr.
R
—
First
it
goes
way
up
and
Miss Besse Reed enjoyed a motor
and talked and laughed and kissed. fully poetic.
Walter Cotton, who is employed
that the number of pupils this year
William (sneezes)—Atschoo!
closer)
1
tf
1
*
11
'
1
m
'
et
keep
climbing
and
trip
to
the
White
Mountains
over
William (edging a bit
William—Kissed! You mean to
Mrs. Ernest Wincapaw spent a
exceeds that of last year by 14. in Lewiston was at his home here
Mrs. R.— You're welcome. 'Exits.)
Every man has poetry in his soul not close down and then the next.the weekend.
say
she
kissed
the
man?
few
days In Rockland the past week.
the
past
weekend.
Post
Graduates.
3
Seniors.
22:
Ju

William (picks up new-spaper,
dropplng d<wnI The Susannah Wesley Society
Sally—Yep. she did. (Quite en somewhere whether he tries to hide raoment 1 find
niors. 39: Sophomores. 36; Fresh
Leslie Davis and crew took a
glances)—Mmm ... A regular scan
Mr. and Mrs William Mank and
j agaln - • •
I will meet Thursday afternoon with
thused) And can he kiss! Just it or not Marcia.
men. 39: Grade 8. 27; Grdae 7, 20. family have moved to Winslow's trip of small mackerel Tuesday to
dal sheet . . .
Marcia-Ifs a beautGul thought.
Willlam-What I wanted to have Mrs Nellie Overlock
like
a
movie
actor.
Clark
Gable
This gives a total of 186 pupils in Mills
Boothbay Harbor.
Mrs. R. (off stage)—Did you
William '(edging closer)—Well— you know was—
I Sunday will be observed as Rally
for instance. . .
the school. The above also includes
speak. Willyam?
Linwood
Miller
recently
bought
Mrs Verona Timson of Hyde Park
! Mr R. (really getting excited Day at the Methodist Sunday
William—And what sort of a fel gosh but it’s nastv weather ...
15 tuition students.
William—I say it's awfully nasty
the
Thomas
Emus
farm
and
is
now
i
has
closed the “Seine Loft” and re
Marcia-But Its cosy here. At about U,-And then zoom' UP !t School.
low is this—er. Jerry? What’s he
weather, lately.
making repairs on the house.
turned home.
»
least
we
may
as
well
pretend
it
is
goes
again
Then
U
goes
down
'
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Reginald
Monahan
Mrs. R. (still off)—Yes, isn’t it? | look like?
FRIENDSHIP
Mrs. Celesta Winchenbaugh and
Mrs. Daniel Stevens was taken
because we’re here for the evening. then comes up' then it—
[ a«d Mr and Mrs. Percy Miller have
Sally
—
S
—
saay,
Robert
Taylor's
a
it seems to rain all the time, doesn't
Miss Ada Winchenbaugh of Wollas to a Rcckland hospital Sunday in a
William—Lord, but you're beau- William—Sir. I wanted to ask— been on a motor trip to the White
washout. Willie, my boy.
He’s
Capt. and Mrs. Melvin Lawry re
it?
tlful
j Mr. R—About the outcome of Mountains.
ton. Mass. spent a recent weekend serious condition. She has been ill
handsome,
oh.
so
handsome.
Ever.
cently entertained at dinner Mr.
William—It sure does. I mean. I
for several weeks.
at their home here.
Marcia—I think you said that United Steel? Well. son. I’m afraid
Mr. and Mrs. William Richards
Sis
says
you're
an
old
frog
face
sidea
and Mrs. William Rockwell and
er, sure it does.
once
before.
11
can
t
give
you
a
Positive
reply
on
o
f
Detroit,
Mich.,
are
visiting
Mrs.
Dr.
J.
S
Hawthorne
and
Miss
Miss E. Cora Whittier has closed
Miss Emily Wright of East Orange.
(Enter. Sally again, bouncing her him.
William—That's all I can think that It's been keeping us all pretty Richards parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Elizabeth
Hawthorne,
who
have
her
cottage and returned to Staten
William
—
Your
sister
said
that?
N. J., and Jefferson.
everlasting ball)
of I guess (moves closer) how lovely mu<?h on edge Youve a perfect Marcellus Robinson,
been spending the summer and au Island
Sally
—
Yep.
Like
biting
the
hand
Sally—Hi ya, Willie, boy, o. boy, o,
Lois Brann. Daisy Simmons. Eda
you look.
j right 10 be worried ab°ut it. It's j Mrs. ida Whitcomb and Mrs. Earl
tumn in Waldoboro, passed Wedthat feeds ya, ain't it?
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph W. Dunbar
boy! ...
Lawry. Gertrude Oliver and Edna
Marcia
(covers
a
yawn)
—
It's
the
very
natural
1
am
myself,
Benner
have
been
recent
Rockland
nesday with Mr. and Mrs. Edgar have dosed the Wic-wak and re(Enter,
Mrs.
R.,
ever
the
cheerful
William—Isn’t It about your bed
Packard
were
in
Thomaston
Friday
j visitors.
light. They always make me sleepy.
Willlam 'Pl«dingly>_Sir. I
Wallace.
soul.)
turned to Brookline. Mass.
time?
Mr. R —There, there, don't worry
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Jameson Jr. to rehearse for the district conven
William—I'd like to turn it out.
Mrs.
R.
—
Marciall
be
down
be

Maurice Davis went to Portland
Sally—Nah! I don't have to go
tion
of
Pythian
Sisters
which
wil!
_ be
_ beautGul.
_____
young fellow. Of course it means went Wednesday to Boston. They
Marcia—I must
WEST WALDOBORO
Wednesday for the winter.
ta bed till 10 now. Mom put it up fore very long, Willyam. She's
be
held
this
afternoon
and
tonight
|
William (is pretty close to her more to you Pr°bablv to suffer a will return Saturday.
another hour. (Continues bouncing touching up her hair a bit. We nOw)_ Marcia, would you care if !oss tban
Capt. and Mrs. Ford Davis are
means to me but we re j Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Keene of with Mayflower Temple of Thomas
women
who
aren
’
t
born
with
na

ball while on stage.)
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Crosby
Waltz
cf
spending
a few weeks at their home
ton.
Gertrude
Oliver
will
take
the
ln tbe same
boat. A lot of my Boston arrived Wednesday to visit
tural curls have to do our best to I, .,
William—Huh?
office of most excellent chief; Ade’ia Wollaston, Mass., Mrs. Alice Morse in New Harbor.
Marcia
(lilts
her
face
to
his)
—
money
15
tied
U
P
in
United
Steel
—
ten
days
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lawcompete with those who are, you
Sally—Yup. Said 9 was too early
twQ ^‘cottages at Green
Jameson will give the response: and Miss Dorothy Spear of Waldo-,
William (quite angry for him)— rence T. Weston.
j know. Ever since Eve, one woman s Yes. William?
to go to bed when I didn’t get to
progressing fast.
Lois Brann, Daisy Simmons, Eda boro were recent visitors at the Po|nt
Sir,
I
don't
buy
stocks!
(Starts
Mr
and
Mrs.
Elmer
Jameson
Jr.
William '(bending toward her)—
had to make up artGicially for what
sleep till 10 anyway.
Lawry and Edna Packard on the de- , home cf Dewey Winchetibach
If
I
.
..
(even
nearer)
If
I
...
(Loses
braveI
y
out
once
more)
Sir.
I
’
m
tak'
were
tendered
a
surprise
party
SatMrs.
John
D. Gardiner will go
another possesses naturally. It’s
William—That's too bad.
' urday night in honor of the third gree staff. Grand Chief Mary Elder ! Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kaler. Mr. Monday to Watertown. Mass., for
the way of the world, Willyam. Or nerve, backs away) Gosh, but it’s ing 8 chance • • •
Sally—What’s too bad?
of Portland and District Deputy) and Mrs. Aaron Nash and Mertie
raining hard!
I Mr R.-In United Steel?
j
'
the winter.
Grand
Chief Goldie Hall of Cant- I Booth motored Sunday to Skow
William—Why—er, your not get so it would seem to one who views
(Enter, Jerry, immaculate and William—Sir. I'm very much in-1 wonderful! How perfectly wonthings with an observant eye.
The library will go on winter
hegan
and
Lakewood.
ting to sleep before ten.
I terested in your daughter and while derful! (Hugs him. using bear- den will be present and also several
handsome and breezy)
William—Heh. Heh.
Mrs. Ada Wellman has been visit schedule this week after a very busy
Sally (still bouncing it)—(Play
grands
and
past
grands.
All
mem

Jerry—Hello, there, kiddo! (Sees 1 lcnow Im taking the chance of a hold system) My son, my son!
summer.
Mrs R.—And if there is anything
ball?
bers who attend are asked to fur ing Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Eugley in
refusal in asking you to—
William—Aschoo!
William) Oh, I'm sorry . . .
Miss Ellen James of Harbor Rocks
Waldoboro.
William—Your sister and I are I pride myself on it’s my observant
Mr. R. (rising from chair)—What
Mrs. R—Oh. Willyam. ah, Will nish sweets for the supper.
Marcia—Jerry! Why did you
is
entertaining the Alfred Fullers of
Mrs. Irvine Genthner and childgoing out. Thanks just the same. eye. (Looks him up and down) A
The ways and means committee
yam! (Continues to loll over him).
come here tonight? I thought I did you say?
ren
were
Rockland
visitors
Friday:
i
Port
Clyde.
Sally—You mean you think you're pretty suit, Willyam. A lovely
William (throwing his sails to the
William (rather lifelessly)—My of the Parent-Teacher Association
,Mrs George Fuller and son are
George
Watson,
Phillip
Heiney
going out. Mom's fixed that up shade of brown, a lovely shade . . . told you—
met Saturday with Mabel Beals to
Jerry (seeing only her now)—I wind at long-last)—Sir, I want to mother, my mother.
and Roger Hale of Bath were call at their cottage from their home in
good
William—Yes, I like it. It was know. But I couldn't help myself. marry your daughter . .
Mrs. R. (pulling away)—Now, make plans for a card party to be
Deerfield, Mass., for a week.
ers
Sunday at John Crane's.
William—What do you mean, the only blue one they had in the
Mr. R. (clasping William's hand) where can Marcia be?
held tonight at 8 o'clock at the
That's
the
point.
I
couldn
’
t
help
it.
Mrs.
William
Gross
of
Gross
Neck
Sally?
store.
(Off stage a girl's voice hums a Playhouse.
My mind said. “No. you musn't," but —My boy! (Slaps him on shoulders,
EAST FRIENDSHIP
spent a day recently with Mrs.
Sally—Mom said taking a girl to
Mrs. R.—Now, Sally. (You run my feet said, “Yes, you must,” and on back, hits him on stomach and popular tune, merrily. In comes
Mrs. E. A. Bums, in company with Dewey Winchenbach.
the movies didn’t give a man no along dear with your ball. Remem
does
it
all
over
again).
My
Boy!
Marcia with Jerry).
Mrs. Theresa Shuman, Mrs. Fred
sooo here I am.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Creamer
A cement bridge is being cottchance to ask her to marry him.
William (wide-eyed): You mean
ber mother's nice carpets. You
Mrs. R—Oh. here she is. Oh, Chute, and Miss Florence Geele of of Portland spent last weekend with structed on the site of Orne s bridge
William (none too pleased about
William—I'm afraid I don’t un mustn’t bounce it in here. Run
] Marcia—I can't tell you how de- Waldoboro has returned from a trip his mother Mrs. Etta Creamer and Levi Noyes is the supervisor,
the thing): Perhaps I'd better go, you don't mind, sir?
derstand.
Mr. R.—(Mind? Why, son, I'm lighted I am about it all!
along out now, dear.
through the White Mountains and sister Miss Agnes Creamer.
Marcia. (Backs out door in time
) Mrs- Grace.Watson, son Raymond
Sally—You will before the even
Marcia (wide-eyed)—You know other places of interest.
Sally (commercially minded): to bump into Mr. R. who enters proud of it! I don't know a man
Mrs.
Walter
Kaler
recently
passed
, and ffiend of Bath called Sund-y
ing's over. Mom'll see to that.
Mrs. Sidneyy Carter was a recent a day ln Bath.
with newspapers. Their heads click I'd rather call my son-in-law! about It then?
What’ll ya gimmie?
I °n Mrs- Frank MiUerWilliam—I'm all at sea.
(Leans confidentially toward Wil
Mrs. R.—Yes. dear. Just now.
visitor in Waldoboro.
Mrs. R. (to William): She really together with an echo.)
Mr. and Mrs. Crosby Waltz of' Adln Hopkins of Camden was in
Sally—She's just going to do her
liam)
What-er-ah-did you say
Marcia (rushes toward mother
Miss Alice Gross recently gave a Wollaston, Mass..
William
—
Oh,
sir,
I'm
sorry.
(Oh,
were supper t°wn Monday,
darndest to get you to pop the ques isn’t this way all the time.
your name was?
and squeezes her)—Oh, mother, I'm dinner in celebration of the 59th guests Tuesday of Mr. and Mrs.1 Mr- and Mrs- Kenneth Marshall
William—I'm sure she isn’t. that cold!) Achoo!
tion to Marcy, that’s all. Dad'n
Enter. Mrs. R. who wouldn't for so happy! It's what I wanted, truly birthday of Arthur Spear A pleas Alton winrhenharh
Mr. R—Tell a man you're sorry,
and son Albert of Thomaston have
her laid awake half the night fight (Sotto voice) I’ve seen her plenty
the world have you know she's been it Is!
then
sneeze
in
his
face!
ant evening was enjoyed by Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Wincapaw
euest£ al R; J- Marshalls,
ing about it. (Imitating them bothi worse than this.
Mrs. R.—Of course it is, dear!
William—But I wouldn't sneeze listening outside the door and
Mrs. Spear. Capt. and Mrs. Melvin have moved to their new home The Marshall family is moving to
Mom say, “But, Joshaway, the girl’s
Mrs. R.—Did you speak, Willyam?
wringing her hands nervously.)
in anybody's face, sir . . .
Marcia (turning to William): And Lawry, Mrs. Alice Tompkins and which they recently bought from Boothbay
old enough now. We can’t be ex
William—I say it's pretty nasty
Mrs. R—Oh, I'm—I had no idea you won't feel too badly about it all, Mrs. Margaret Redmond
Mr. R.—Well, maybe it isn't a face
Mrs. Chester Winchenbaugh.
pected to support her forever.” And weather . . .
to you. but it’s what I have to make anyone was in here. I was going) Wjj| yoU gjnj (Takes his hand).
Mrs. Lizzie Miller and Gertrude
Misses Isabel Kaler and Eleanor
dad says, “Now look here, Althea,
Mrs. R.—Yes, isn't it? It seems
to replace the flowers on the radio
myself believe looks like one.
William—Say, are you trying to Oliver were Rockland visitors re Winchenbach with Benjamin Kaler
you let me handle this my own way. to rain, rain all the time , . .
with fresh ones, but it can wait.
William—I didn't mean . . .
be funny? I'm crazy about the cently.
and Warren Winchenbach were in
When Marcia’s old enough we'll
William—It sure does ... I mean
Mr. R.—Where is Marcia?
Marcia—Why, father, what is the
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Simmons Rockland Saturday evening.
whole thing!
know about it. Some man'll ask
(Enter, Marcia, young, pretty and
Mr. R.—Isn't she in the other
matter tonight?
Marcia: (with a sigh of relief) and family were guests Sunday of
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Genthner
her of his own accord. We aren't vivacious.)
room?
Mr.
—
(seating
himself
in
easy
It’s so nice of you all to take it like i Mr. and Mrs Roscoe Simmons of and son of South Waldoboro called
going to go parking my own daughMarcia: Hello, Bill.
Mrs. R.—Why. no, I supposed she this. It makes things so much easier Forest Lake.
chair): Oh, your mother says it's
Sunday on Mr. and Mrs. 'Aaron
Mrs. R.—Such a horrid name to too cold for me in there and sends was in here.
to have you all pleased about it.
Of Tired Kidney*
Nash.
substitute for the nice one that ihe me in here .. .
Mr. R.—Well, Althea, it looks like
If backache and leg pains are making yoa
Mrs. R.—But of course we are, my
IF YOU FEEL
EAGLE
miserable,
don't juat complain and do nothing
has. I think Willyam is such a
you're about to lose a daughter dear!
about them. Nature may be warning you that
VINAL HAVEN * ROCKLAND
Read this and cheer up pretty name. It’s so fluent and so Jerry—We'd better go into the only to gain a son-in-law.
your
kidneys
need attention.
STEAMBOAT CO.
other room.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Quinn have
Marcia—Bill was so long asking
The kidneys are Nature’e chief way of taking
Are you so blue that life is no longer worth sort of (motions with her hands,
Rorkland, Me.
Mrs. R. (Drops lorgnette, falling Daddy If he might have my hand been passing a week with relatives
exceee acids and poisonous waete out of ths
Marcia—(linking his arm): Yes,
living? Do you cry easily? Do you feel low,
Effective September IS, 1938
blood. Most people pass about 3 pints a day or
mean, depressed—just absolutely SUNK? expressively) musical . . .
all over him) Oh, Willyam, how that I just got terribly impulsive in Camden.
Eastern Standard Time
let's . . .
about 3 pounds of waste.
Then here’s good news for you in case you
Frequent or scanty paaeages with smarting
Swan
’
s
Island
Line
need a good general system tonic—Just take
Marcia—Where are we going to
(Enter Sally, with her ball.)
An organ has been bought for the Read Down
and so when Jerry suggested w’e take
and burning shows there may be something
famous Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com
with your kidneys or bladder.
pound. Let its wholesome herbs and roots night. Bill?
Sally—Hello, Jerry.
A. M.
P. M. wrong
IS EPILEPSY INHERITED? a ride and rushed us—I had no idea school by the community.
If the 15 miles of kidney tubes and filters
help Nature build up more physical resist
6.00 Ly. Swan's Island,
Arr. 5.40 don’t work well, poisonous waste matter stays
Sally (nudging William, whisper
Jerry—Isn't it your bed time?
Earl Brown and Wilbert Gove 7.00 Lv. Stonington,
he was going to do it—to a parson
ance and tone up your system, so that it can
Lv. 4.40 in the blood. These poisons may start nagging
CAN IT BE CURED?
more easily throw off tne “blues’’ and give
8.00 Lv. North Haven,
Lv. 3.25 backaches, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of
Sally—Nope. Mum’s putting it up
ing) : Here's where the old lady
age, it seemed the only thing for spent a day in Sunset recently.
more energy to enjoy life.
9.00
Arr.
Rockland,
Lv. 2.1J pep and energy, getting up nights, swelling,
A booklet containing the opinion! of
MILLIONS of women have depended up comes in ...,
another hour. (Bounces ball.)
Mrs.
Harriet
Quinn
has
been
in
Jerry
and
me
to
do
and
so
we
did
it.
Vinal
Haven
Line
1 puffiness under the eyes, headaches and dissinesa.
famous doctors ou this Interesting sub
on this Compound and have passed the word
A. M.
Don’t wait. Ask vour druggist for Doan's
P. M. 1
Jerry—Aren't you afraid you’ll ject will be sent FREE, while they last,
Mrs. R.—Now perhaps Willyam
Camden
for
a
few
days.
along to friends and neighbors, and to their
William (a cold is an advantage
8.00 Lv. Vinal Haven,
Arr. 3.30 Pills, used successfully by millions for over <0
to any reader writing to the Educational sometimes) —Achoooooo!
children.
9.15 Arr. Rockland,
wear
that
all
out?
would
prefer
staying
right
at
home
Lv.
2.15
i
Edwin
Howard
was
recent
guest
of
Why not take Pinkham’s Compound and
Division. 551 Fifth Avenue, New York.
Heart Up1
go “smiling thru ”?
Sally—What'll ya gimmie if I N. V., Dept. 0-306
here tonight, Marcia it's cold and
relatives In Warren,
Quick Curtain
Hl-tt
i
-
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CAMDEN
As collected by our correspondent,
GILBERT HARMON
I
Telephone, Camden 713
of the Twentieth Century Club will
be held Friday afternoon at the
home of Mrs. John Thompson.
Mrs. Augusta S. Shlbles returned
this week to Community Hospital
for professional care following a
minor operation which she under
went recently. She expects to be
there only a few days.
Mrs. Ina Wooster has returned
from Spruce Head where she spent
the summer at her cottage.
Frank McDonnell returned Satur
day from Togus where he has been
receiving treatment for several
weeks.
Harbor Light Chapter O.ES. met
Tuesday night, with a practice
meeting following the business ses
sion. Worthy Matron Ruth Miller
Sonny" Goodwin, son of Mr. and and Worthy Patron ’Lester shibles
Mrs. Orman Goodwin, is visiting his wefe chosen
^5 Qf the #t.
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Undance contest teams
an.
Rider of Brooks.
nual inspection of the Chapter will
The Baptist Young People's Choir take place Oct. 18 with DD.GM.
will meet Friday at 6.30 at the Gertrude Boody as inspection offi
church for rehearsal.
cer. Golden Rod of Rockland and
Mrs. Minnie Brown has been elec Fond-du-Lac of of Washington
ted secretary and treasurer of the have been invited as special guests.
Women's Missionary Conference of Harbor Light will be guests Oct. 26
the Lincoln Baptist Association re of Grace Chapter, Thomaston, at
inspection.
cently held in Warren.
The Nitsumsosum Club and husThe annual Knox County Teach
ers’ Convention will be held Tues bads met Monday night for bridge
day at the High School Building at at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Clar
ence Munsey in Rockland. High
Rockland.
The Lions Club met Tuesday honors were won by Mrs. Marion j
Zelma Dwinal spoke on "Democracy Richards and A. V. McIntyre with
compared with Dictatorship." Elmer Mr and Mrs. Walter Carroll receiv
Smith of Massachusetts waa a ing low.
Miss Marion Weidman, Mrs. Linguest.
The Baptist Philathea Class will thel Lane. Miss Mattie Russell and
hold its first meeting of the fall In Rev N F Atwood attended Tues
the vestry Friday night. A cSrere-1 day the annual meeting of the Au
dish supper will be served at, 6.30. gusta District Conference in Bruns
business meeting and social hour wick.
Miss Emma Gregory and Miss
to follow.
Charles Robinson and famUy of Nora Gregory of Glen Cove were reLiberty have rented the Mullin j cent guests of Mrs. A. T. Carroll.
Rev. Kenneth Cook of Vinal Ha
house. Spring street.
Mr and Mrs. Edward Dangler are ven was overnight guest Tuesday of |
leaving Saturday for New York city Rev. N. F. Atwood.

At the meeting of the Rotarji Club ■
Tuesday Harold D Eide gavefa lecturq on his experiences in the far
North in Spitsbergen, in- Alaska and
Siberia. Charles Wood gave a re
port on the Fall ConclaveI’held
at Squaw Mountain Inn. Visitors !
were H. P. Blodgett, H. C. CSowan, i
J. A. Jamieson, C. H. Duff of Rockland and Arthur Stevens of Au- ]
gusta. Guests were Dr. Howard
Apollonio and Thaxter Lyon.
The W.C.T.U. met Tuesday, with
Mrs. Albertie George.
Mrs. Lula M. Rice is seriously ill
at her home on Pearl street.
Miss Doris Heald was in Water
ville Wednesday where she held
dancing classes at the Elk's hall.

Mr. and Mrs. M. M. Taylor were
weekend guests of relatives in Bos
ton.
Miss Virginia Dunbar is at home
from a summer's employment at
Miss Lenfest's Beauty Parlor in
Camden.
Mrs. E. W. Monkhouse who spent
two months with her brother C. L.
Dunbar has returned to Portland.
Elmer Hart and classmate Sher
wood Edwards of Easton. Conn.,
students at University of Maine
passed the weekend with the for
mer's parents, Mr and Mrs H. A.
Hart.
Mrs. Gladys Ervine and friend of j
Damariscotta visited Monday with 1
Miss Virginia Dunbar.
'
Mr. and Mrs. William Maxey and
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Maxey of Rock- I
land. Misses Alda and Mabel Pay- I
sen and Mary Mutch of Camden
were guests Sunday of Miss Hattie
A. Boggs.
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Robbins have
j
been entertaining Mrs. Alice Senate
■
of Wollaston. Mass.
'
Several trom here attended Po i
mona at North Warren Saturday,
and report an entertaining se.ssion.
There were many visitors from
Cumberland County Pcmona who
occupied the chairs and presented a
I delightful program.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Whitten
and children of Augusta were visi
tors Sunday at Mr. and Mrs. W. C.
Wellman's.
Miss Virginia Dunbar is visiting
in Boston for a week.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin S. Lermond
and Henry Hastings were recent
visitors at the home of Ernest Har
ris in Rutland. Mass. They were
accompanied by Arthur Jones of
East Union who visited his uncle
Alton Jones in Fitchburg. Mass.

after spending the summer here.
Mrs. Dangler's mother, Mrs. Har
NORTH HOPE
riet Belyea. will accompany them
as far as Boston
A satisfied audience attended the
Mr and Mrs Arthur Fuller of
interesting talk of Harold D. Eide, Morrill were guests Friday of Mr
explorer at the Opera House Tues- j and Mrs v o
day night. Though the audience j
Mrs. Ida Pease called recently at
was small, it was appreciative. Mr
Mrs. A. I. Perry's and her son's
Eide took as subject "Building A
City in the Shadow' of the North Alton Pease.
Pole." Early in his 'teens he said,, L. H. Perry of Owl's Head was re
farewell to his native Norway and cent dinner guest of his parents,
sailed to Spitzbergen. His party Mr. and Mrs. A. I. Perry,
went north to colonize this ice box
Arthur Ludwig suffered an in
possession. The party built a per- jured knee recently when he Tan
manent settlement far within the int0 a tree which had blown across
Artictic Circle. The narrative of the road near Wiley's Corner. His
his various adventures was thrilling car was quite badly smashed
to hear. Next Tuesday night the
Robert Young of Camden called
J. Franklin Caveny Co. will be pre- at E D. j»erry s recently
sented. This company offer a
Miss Susie Wiley was a reoent
happy combination of music and
visitor at Mrs. U. G. Pease's.
pictorial and sculptural art. Large,
In spite of the frosts which have
colorful landscapes, portraits, and
Caveny's
occurred
here, dahlias and glads
cartoons appear under
have escaped and remain beautiful.
flying fingers.
Miss Louise Dickens, a recent Thc plants are full of buds and if
graduate of Children's Hospital, 1116 frosts d0 not SP°’' them, there
Boston, leaves Sunday for Boston. will 'be many more blooms
Mr. and Mrs Ralph Drinkwater
She has a position in the New Eng
land Hospital for Women and and daughter. Lucille of Camden
j were callers Sunday at Mrs. Valorus
Children.
The Ocean View Tearoom is Edgecomb's.
closed for the season.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Meservey
John Casperonis is spending a of Camden visited Monday at the
week in Bangor.
home of Mrs. Frank Meservey.
Mr. and Mrs. William Carr are
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Pushaw and
on a week's vacation and are travel family of South Hope were callers
ling in northern Maine.
Sunday at V. Edgecomb's. Mrs.
Edgecomb and daughter, Arlene
were at Hattie Marriner's in East
Searsmont last Thursday on a visit.
Mrs. Donald Perry and children
were dinner guests Sunday of the
LIDA O. CHAMPNEY
Merton Wadsworth Jrs. in AppleCorrespondent
ton.
Miss Clara Meservey visited
TeL 2229
friends in Bunker Hill la§t week
end.
Ralph Wilson returned Tuesday
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Tiffany. Loren
to Criehaven after spending a few Dow and Mrs. Rose Varney of Cam
days with his family.
den called at Charles Plummer's re
Fifteen members of the Trytohelp cently.
Club attended the meeting Monday
Mrs. Frank Meservey and daugh
night at the home of Mrs. Doris
ters. Lois and Clara visited Mrs.
Graffam. Next week the Club will
Floyd Gushee recently.
be entertained at the home of Mrs.
Miss Alice Mooney, 'the State
Ethel Spear.
nurse,
was on her rounds Friday in
Miss Eva Porter of West Hamp
den is staying at the home of Mr. this vicinity.
Mrs. Clarence Rolfe and daugh
and iMrs. W. L. Ballard while at
ter,
Patricia called Monday on Mrs.
tending the Ballard Business School
Theresa Edgecomb.
in Rockland.
Mrs. Clara Richards and Ralph
Keenneth Daucett has returned
from Brookline, Mass., where he Richards of Camden made a visit
has been employed for several Sunday at Willow Brook.
weeks.
Fred Peabody spent the weekend
The Young People's Society, with his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Christian Endeavor at its meet George Peabody.
ing Sunday elected as officers:
Roger Fish has been employed on
President, Guy Young; vice presi the Raymond Aldus’ barn
dents, Ray Easton, Vera Easton;
Freeman Carleton .was working
secretary. Norma Hoyle; treasurer.
Saturday for A. I and E. D. Perry
Earle Deane; missionary treasurer,
George Tiffany of Camden was
Beatrice Marston;
membership
committee. Gladys Quimby, Milli guest Monday at E. D. Perry’s.
Quincy Peabody and family were
cent Roberts and Dell Hyssong.
The first meeting of the season callers Sunday at George Peabody's.
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GLEN COVE
Mrs. Ina Stanley has returned to
Swans Island after a seven weeks
visit with her niece Mrs. SidneyStinson.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Chase of
Skowhegan were guests Friday of
Mr. and Mrs. Mason Merrill.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Crossman
of Bangor were visitors last Thurs
day at Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Hall's
and attended Union fair.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Farley, son
Carlton, Mrs. Hudson Barrows and
daughter Margaret recently went to
Old Saybrook, Conn., for a week's
visit with Mr. Farley's sister. Mr.
Farley is on vacation from Perry's
Market.
Mrs. Charlotte Farley gave a
birthday party recently for 12-yearold Margaret Barrows. Decorations
were in yellow and blue and two
birthday cakes with ice cream and
candy supplied the repast.
In
games, prizes were won by Kath
erine Taylor for pinning the tail
on the donkey; Barbara Waldron
and Marion Taylor in peanut con
test; Richard Woodward in peanut
hunt. Those present were Winnie
Barrows. Margaret Barrows. Marion
Taylor. Katherine Taylor. Avis Tay
lor. Richard Woodward, Richard
Freeman. Charles Foote, Robert
Hare, Joan Bartlett, Ethel Eaton,
Cynthia Eaton. Barbara Woodward,
Barbara Waldron. Carlton Farley,
Alice Fuller. Nancy Gregory and
Ellen Gregory.

Does Bladder Irritation
WAKE YOU UP? It's not normal It's
nature's warning "Danger Ahead." Your
25c back II this 4-day test does not help
nature flush excess acid and other
wastes -from the kidneys. Excess acids
can cause the irritation resulting ln
getting up nights, frequent or scanty
flow, burning, backache or leg pains.
Just say Bukets (25c) to any druggist.
Uocally at Charles W Sheldon druggist.
C. H. Moor At Co.

RADIO REPAIRING
All makes serviced and recon
ditioned. Costs of parts and
work estimated. Tubes tested
free of charge.
MAINE MUSIC CO.
Frank Winchenbach, Service
Dept.
3Th-tf

VINAL HAVEN

★★★★

MRS OSCAR C. LANE

Correspondent

from the former Loring Packard
place.
The local contest of the Happygo-luckies 4-H Club held Monday i
was well attended, the affair being J
held at Town hall, under the direc
tion of the leader, Mrs. Mary Moore,
and the assistant leader, Mrs. Ber
tha Drewett. Miss Lucinda Rich. I
county club agent scored. The ex- j
hibits were excelled. Eleanor Fales.
Martha Griffin and Lois Norwood!
were admitted to membership. The :
entertainment in charge of Made
leine Haskell included the play, j
"Good Food Habits," in which Miss I
Annette Haskell gave a demonstra-'
tion of making Welsh rarebit. These ;
girls had part: Gloria Haskell. Faye
Martin, Joyce Hills, Mary Ludwig,
Annette Haskell, Aili Lampinen,
Theresa Huntley and Madeleine
Haskell. Musical number included,
a sole, “I Love To Whistle" by Mary
Ludwig, and a duet, “A Girl and
a Bonnet of Blue" by Ann Norwood,
and Elizabeth Kenniston.
Miss
Verna Robinson was accompanist.
Felt 4-H Club emblems were given
to members who signed for another
year's work.

Frank D. Rowe and Walter Gay
attended the secent meeting and
dinner of ttm Southern Schoolmen’s
League held at Beach Inn, Lincoln
ville Beach.
Miss Edna F. Boggs is ill with a
severe cold.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Feyler mo
tored Tuesday to Fryeburg with Mr.
and Mrs. Wilbert Mank of Waldo
boro, and they attended Fryeburg
Fair. Evidences of the recent hur
ricane were noticed in Bridgton
through woodland places, the soft
wood growth being laid low.
Miss Grace Lawrence of DoverFoxcroft. who is spending a vaca
tion in this town and at her camp.
"Four Winds" in Union, entertained
Tuesday at luncheon at her cottage
Mrs. Frank Rowe. Mrs. Fred Ma
thews. Mrs. Albert Peabody, Mrs.
The fifth degree was conferred
Clifford Spear, Mrs. Everett Cun
on these candidates Saturday at
ningham and Mrs. Edna Nash.
Mrs. Karl Moody and daughter, the joint meeting of Knox Pomona
Janice, returned Sunday from Burl Grange, and Cumberland Pomona.
inton. Vt.. after several weeks' visit j h^Id at White Oak Orange, North
with Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Smith Warren: Edwin Mank, Miss Made
Mr. Moody motored there Thursday line Rines. Burnell Mank, Miss
Marion Flanders, Henry lives, Miss
and remained for a few days.
Shirley Howard of Waldoboro, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney W. Vinal en
Alzada Simmons, Miss Olive Teague.
tertained at dinner Tuesday night
Miss Harriet Hahn, Miss Caroline
Mrs. Robert Andrews. Mrs. Ben
Bowden. Neilo Hill, Miss Esther
jamin Watts Miss Eleanor Goodwin,
Tolman, Astor Simmons. Two hun
and Bradley Pipkin.
dred were present, 69 from Cum
It was Mrs. Carrie Clark in Wey
berland Pomona, 112 from Knox
mouth. Mass., whom Mrs. Laura
Pomona. 18 from Lincoln Pomona,
Seavey has been visiting instead of
two from Waldo Pomona, and six
Mrs Carrie Mank. as reported by
from Limerock Valley Pomona.
error.

DeValois Commandery will meet
Friday night for renearsa! of Temp
lar's Degree, in preparation for in
spection.
Ladies of the GAR will meet Fri
day night and serve supper at 5.30.
Mrs Gertrude Starrett called
Vinal Hopkins and R. A. CalderNumbers on the program at the
wood visited Rockland Wednesday meeting of the Woman's Club to- | Saturday to see Mrs. Crystal Hagar
night will include dance numbers} in Union. This is the first time
on a business trip.
Mr and Mrs. Albert Carver ate by Miss Beverly Cogan of Rockland 1 Mrs. Starrett has been out since Irel
visiting relatives in Boston and vi- and violin selections by Willis Berry | illness.
Mrs. George Newbert attended as I Rev c w Turner wi„ supp]v
c*nRy,
Mrs' Ernest Talbot is a Patient at delegate from the Congregational Sunday a. the Baptist Church Tllv
Church the annual meeting of the memb?rs of st
of
Knox Hospltal
Mas E F Roberts has ^^ht the Lincoln Association held Tuesday Masons are tavit<,d t0 attend the
home of the late Mrs. Aura Roberts. at Boothbay Haibor. Others w'ho , servjce at 7 o'clock, both churches
Nelson Bunker is ill at his home went from the local church were. | tQ unlte at the Baptist Church
Rev and Mrs L. Clark French and I
.
on High street
W. E. Jellison. who has been visitThere was a large attendance at Mrs W. H. Robinson.
ing Rev. and Mrs. L. Clark French
For convenience, the hour for the
Union Church at all services
has returned to Bangor.
Rally Day. After a pleasing ad- Congregational Church school Sun
The sermon topic Sunday morn
dress of Rev. Kenneth Cook, the day will be 9.30 to 10.30. with the
ing
at the Congregational Church
pastor, prizes were awarded to exception of the Bible Study Clars
members of the congregation; to which will meet as usual following will be. “The Attraction of the
Mr. and Mrs William Benner, old the morning service, with the pas- Pharisees."
• • • •
est couple present, a framed pic tor. The staff of the school is:
Lin<'o,n
As<n
ture; to Mr. and Mrs. Harvard Bur Superintendent. Elmer Jameson I
gess. a beautiful bouquet for having Jr.; assistant superintendent and: Officers elected at the annual
the largest family present; a bou treasurer. Herbert K. Thomas; be- ' meeting of the Woman's Missionary
quet to Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Web ginners. teachers to be older girls Conference of the Lincoln Baptist
ster. the most recently married under the supervision of Mrs. Elmer 1 Association held Monday at the
couple: to Mrs Albert Wooster, the Jameson Jr.; primary'. Mrs. L. Clark \ Baptist Church, were: President,
oldest woman in attendance, a French, assisted by Miss Evelyn Mrs. Chester Wyllie. vice president
beautiful bouquet. Mrs. Wooster is Smith; junior girls. Miss Dorothy Mrs Mabel Heald of West Rockport
85
Simmons; junior boys. Elmer Jame- j secretary-treasurer. Mrs. Minnie
Ernest Macintosh is a patient at son Jr., intermediate girls. Mrs. j Brown of Camden; White Cross,
Jameson; intermediate boys. Dana Mrs. Josie Grover of Rockland;
the Deaconess Hospital. Bostoji.
! prayer leader, Mrs. Clara Sawyer
Ruby McHennan went Saturday 1 Smith Jr
The annual meeting of the Union of Thomaston; civics director, Mrs.
to Boston.
Mrs. Evie Hennigar. Mrs. Susan Cemetery Association will be held Clara Emery of Rockland; liters Van Meter and Ralph Myers went at 7 p. m. next Saturday with ture. Mrs. Minnie Merrill of BelMonday to Machias, making the Joseph Stickney.
I fast; World Wide Guild. Mrs. Annie
Dinner
guests
Sunday
of
Mr.
and
: Fowles of Belfast; Children’s World
trip by automobile.
Charles Boman and Charles Web Mrs. Judson Garnett, were Mrs. Ar- I Crusade. Miss Ella Simmons; Chrisster have returned from Boston, thur Gray and Mrs. Ethel Garnett tian Friendliness. Mrs. Louise In
where they attended the baseball of Rockland and Mrs. Chester Cast graham of Rockland.
Speakers were Miss Jennie Lind
games.
ner.
Leland Philbrook. clerk at the Reilly,.missionary to India, on fur
Mrs. Alvin Cobb recently under
went a surgical operation at Knox Walker Grocery Store, is on a week's lough, who gave an inspirational
message to the gathering of 100, on
vacation.
Hospital.
Students of High and grammar her work in India, of the accom
Rehearsals for the Sesqui-Cen
tennial pageant will be held in schools heard Miss Jennie Reilly, plishment of the missions since
missionary from India at an. as- 1919. and of the appreciation of th.Union Church tonight.
• • • »
sembly Monday. Miss Reilly was missionaries for every bit of ma
A Jolly Outing
in town to address the Lincoln Bap terial sent, all of which is used,
even to the wrapping, and the boxes
The Jolly Juniors Club recently tist Association.
Supper guests Monday of Mr and
made an overnight trip to "Green
“My geography is kept up to
Gables" on the Kittredge farm. The Mrs. Judson Garnett were Miss date,” Miss Reilly laughed. "What
camp is located under the hillside Elizabeth Garnett. Mrs. Harriet with the questions that are asked as
in a large field and has an excel Hill, and Lawrence Connolly all of to where certain adcresses are,
lent view of East Penobscot Bay. Portland.
which the inmates of the mission
The senior class will hold a cooked see as the boxes come and are un
Games were played indoors and out
and the barn was visited to view food sale at 2.30 Friday in the store wrapped.” She went on to sav.
the milking machine in operation. recently vacated by Eino Leino.
"Never think because sometimes you
Forget-me-not Girl Scout Troop do not hear from us quickly that
The Jolly Juniors found many
things of interest. This farm has was entertained Saturday by Pine we do not appreciate your packages.
many of its origina 1 stone walls Cone Troop of Thomaston at an All we have of bandages, pads, and
standing, one of which was hur outing at the Knox Arboretum. Din so forth to work with, are sent by
riedly climbed when a horse trot- ner was cooked out of doors, and you and your groups of women like
ted inquiringly to it as some of the i the group were taken through the you in this country."
party were taking a moonlight | museum by Curator. Norman W.
Miss Charlotte Hnntoon, of New
stroll.
I Lermond. The Girl Scout Troop of York, representative of the depart
In a nearby cemetery, the girls 1 Waldoboro was also 'included in the ment of Missionary Education was
discovered epitaphs written when outing.
the other speaker, and recommendMr. and Mrs. Joseph Cannon of, ed programs, books for study, and
the old style “ye” was in use. Leg
the Church
ends connected with this spot were Malden. Mass , have been guests of jmaU>r.al fof uje
retold. After dinner the members Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Starrett. Dur Schools for the coming year. Ex
enjoyed a ride around the island ing a few days' stay they were call cellent reports were heard from the
and then disbanded for home. In ers at the home of Mr. and Mrs. various officers, the meeting gra
the gruop were Marilyn Carver, Fred Starrett. and Mr, and Mrs. ciously presided over by Mrs. WylJane Libby. Joann Johnson. Delma Hollis Starrett. They left Wednes lie, the president.
Calderwood, Ruth Carver, Ruth day to close their cottage on Lake
Musical numbers consisted of a
Cobbosseecontee. West Gardiner,
Arey and Mrs. Calderwood
duet "No Night There" by Mrs.
before returning to Malden, Mass.
Percy Kenniston and Miss Phyllis
Miss Myrtie Booth of Waldoboro
GROSS NECK
Perry, and the soprano solo. “The
was caller Friday on Mrs. Gertrude
Stranger of Galilee” by Mrs. Fred
Mrs. Tillson Collamore and Starrett.
Butler. Mrs. Avis Norwood was ac
Mr. and Mrs Everett Starrett of
daughter of Broad Cove visited
companist.
Monday with Mrs. Ralph Eugley.. New Bedford, Mass., were weekend
Mrs. Isa Teague reported 100
Mrs. Pearl Simmons and children guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ansel Hilt,
present.
The churches represented
have been guests of Mrs. Lillian and while here called on Mr. and
were Belfast, Camden, Islesboro,
Genthner in West Waldoboro.
Mrs. Ernest L. Starrett.
Charles Wilson was soloist Sun Morrill, Owl's Head, First Baptist
Mrs. Alden Waltz made a recent
j visit at the home of her sister. Mi ', day morning at the Congregational and Littlefield Memorial Baptist of
Church. Roland Berry and Miss Rockland. West Rockport, First and
j Alden Eugley in Kaler’s Corner,
Mrs. Melvin Genthner was a visit Cnristine Starrett played violins Second Baptist Churches of St.
or Sunday at the Lookout Station and William H. Robinson a trom George. Tenant’s Harbor, Thomas
bone. The lovely flower arrange ton. Warren, and Rockport.
in Jefferson.
Special guests were Mrs. Ralph
Mrs. William Thorne and daugh ment for the services was done by
Herrick, State director of White
ter Luella have returned home after Miss Susan Stevens.
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Starrett Cross Work, and Mrs. Hazel Cross
visiting relatives and friends in
have moved to the Philbrook farm of Augusta,
Massachusetts.

| -Annua I FALL
(ANNED VEGETABLE SALE
GPIAT BARGAINS

STOCK UP NOW7
Hera it it - kbu tale you
have been waiting lor. Countleti bar
gain! on garden Ireth canned goodt at
great tavingt - buy in quentitiet - now1

10 LB.
BAG

FINE

SUGAR GRANULATED
BROOKSIDE
BUTTER CREAMERY
PURE LARD

46c
29c
10c

1 LB.
ROLL
LB.
PKG

0^'
1

*2,

STANDARD QUALITY

RED RIPE

2
8 No
TINS 49c

4 Sis’ 25c

RED RIPE
QUALITY
SOLID
RED RIPE
SOLID
RED RIPE
QUALIIY
PACKED
QUALITY
PACKED

57c

3™?29c

No 2
► TINS 57c

3 Sis 29c

STANDARD

RICHMOND
RICHMOND
FINAST fsAolid

FINAST Toud

73c

3ntSS37c

. No 2
> TINS 69c

3 Sis 35c

89c

3S"®45c

REAS
AREAL

SOUTHERN BARGAIN
STANDARD AVALUE°
RICHMOND
RICHMOND

SWEET
SIPTED
SWEET
SIFTED

'YOR' GARDEN
FANCY QUALITY
TINY SIFTED
FANCY QUALITY
FINAST TINY SIFTED

FINAST

No 2
39c
6 TINS
No 2
6 TINS 49c
No 1
53c
6 TINS
No 2
6 TINS 65c
No 2
89c
6 TINS
No I
6 TINS 57c
No 2
77c
6 TINS

3riNs20c
3 tn.n^ 25c
3 tn.°n^ 27c

3

tins

33c

3 V,n^ 45c
3 ?,ns 29c

3 tn.°n^ 39c

BEANS
s L 1,kmAa
♦j
CUT

No 2
' TINS 39c

3 tins 2Oc

57c

3 tins 29c

77c

3^ 39c

RICHMOND GROWN 6 tins 47c

No 2
24c
3 TINS

STANDARD GREEN

X^Go/c/en fianfo'am
MAINE

FINAST

MAINE'S
FINEST PACK

No 2

6 tins 49c

3

No 2

tins

25c

tljlllk

TENDER TIPS - SQUARE TINS

2 VIns 49c

FANCY WHOLE ALL GREEN

2 tn,ns 49c

RICHMOND CuTstUS 6 tins 53c

FINAST

TINY
WHOLE BEETS

6 ?!NS 77c

3

tins 27c

3 tins 39c

TOMATO JUICE "hast ”«19c 3

tins

25c

LIMA BEANS FINAST TINY DELICIOUS 2

tins

35c

SQUASH ' MARROW E 6 TINS<
TlNS 57C
6nt?nM9c
SAUERKRAUT

3«29c

3

tins

25c

SPINACH

FANCY CALIFORNIA
FREE FROM GRIT

2tins29c

JULIENNE

beets or carrots

3Jalrs33c

FRUITS ^VEGETABLES
GENUINE
MELORIPE

5 LBS. 25c
2 LBS. 13c
10 ILBS.■ 25c

BANANAS
TOKAY GRAPES
SWEET POTATOES

FIRST NATIONAL STORES
The next annual meeting will be ;
held at the Baptist Church, Tenant's Harbor. Lunch was served by
Mrs. Nelson Moore, Mrs. Bessie
HilLs, Mrs. Charles Hysler. Mrs.
,,
,
j ..
Edmund V. Oxton, and Miss Tena
McCallum.

The chancel in the church was
prettily decorated with fall flower,,
under the direction of Mrs. E. V.
Oxton
The opening devotional
services was «lven ”y Mrs. Clara
Sawyer of Thomaston and the clos.
u ..
.
ing prayer by Mrs. J. Charles McDonald of Rockland.

\\YV " 1111........ M1

S\Y
MARY, THOSE
NN PILLSBURY PANCAKES

WERE THE BEST
YOU'VE EVER MADE!

I

Hl

I

The flavor rings the hell!
Just add milk or water!

TRY PILLSBURY'S BUCKWHEAT PANCAKE FLOUR, TOO»
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Jacobs and children. Mr. and Mrs.
“POEMS OF PROFIT’
-By THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Aubury Kimball. Mr. and Mrs
Louie Jacobs and daughter Lucile.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Decrow. Mrs.
THE.V NEVER. GOT A
the lumpv mattress
THE MORN BEHELD
TILL RESCUED BY THE
JESSIE M. STEWART
Maude George. Mr. and Mrs. Ray
WINK OF SLEEP,
MADE
THEM
WEEP/
THEM HEAW-EVED
mond
Whitney
and children,
Correspondent
THOMASTON
Marion Gross. Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Whitney. Eunice Sprague. Clayton
Tei. 149-IS
Achorn, Edna Sprague. Newell
THVRS.-FRI.-SAT.
THE
Achorn. Martelle Ellis and Mr. and
OCTOBER
6.
7,
8
MATTRESS’The item of $13 credited to Thom
Mrs. Harold Jacobs, all of East Bel
FIXERS
aston Branch in the Red Cross hur
fast. Mrs. Grace Buker. Mrs. Hat
A
DVERTISE
ricane relief fund list in Tuesday’s
tie Butterfield and son Ernest and
AMD
Issue is made up of $1 from Miss
Richard Morrow, all of Farmington
TWEREBV
Adele H Morse, $1 from the Girl
Falls. Mr. and Mrs. Hartley Watts,
BENEFIT"
Scouts, $1 from the primary room
TOUR
son William and daughter Dorothy
of the Federated Sunday School, $1
ETEJ*
from
Melrose.
Mass.,
and
South
The picture
from R. O. Elliot, $2 from Mrs. R.
Hope. Rcckland Jones. Kate Gould.
of
t
Decade
O. Elliot, $2 from Miss Mary Mc
Mr and Mrs. William A Robbins
The THRILL ,
Phail. $2 from Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
aF t Lifetime/
and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Gray, all
Crawford, and $3 from the P. E.
of Rockland. Mrs. Estelle Richards
Demmons family.
and Mrs. Lilian Keller of Rockport.
The
Picture
That
Has
Taken
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Metcalfe, for
Dudley Gould and Chester Jones of
Maine
Bv
Storm
merly of Brattleboro. Vt., who have
Warren, Mrs. Virdilla Brown of
120* It
had a cottage at Crescent Beach
Burnham. Mrs. Ida Watts of East
for several weeks moved Saturday
Union, Mrs. Ula Leach and son
Legal Notice
ORFF'S CORNER
into the Henrietta Levensaler house
Miles of South Union. Mrs. Leon
Artemus Pratt and Mr. and Mrs. j
on Knox street.
STATE
OF MAINE
Wotton of Pleasantville. Mrs Maud
i Advertisements ln this column not
Harold Small of Martinsville were KENNEBEC. SS
to exceed three lines inserted ones for
At Gorham Normal the KnoxGould
of
Portland.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Curator Lermond Brings In callers Friday at Mr. and Mrs. Leon- i
year, and anyone interested in the
SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT 25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad
Lincoln Counties’ Club recently
ditional lines live cents each for one
rN EQUITY
Hospital is invited to join. A meet Luther A. Clark. Mr and Mrs.
teresting Nature Item Out ard H. Seavey's.
THOMAS B COOPER.
time 10 cents for three times. Six
held the first meeting of the sea
BANK
COMMISSIONER
small
words to a Use
ing is held once a month at the Bok Aaron A. Clark and daughters Rae
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Clinton
Kaler
of
of
Wilderness
VS.
son. and Miss Janet Henry was
Home for Nurses, when sewing is Emily and Norma. Mrs. Rossie M
SECURITY TRUST COMPANY
Rockland
were
guests
Sunday
of
chosen on the committee to nom
ORDER OF COURT
We have recently received a fine Mr. and Mrs. Harry Creamer.
done for the Hospital and after the Roundy, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
This case came on further to be
inate officers for the year Miss
business session during a social hour Crockett, all of Thomaston, and Devil's Walking-stick (ara)ia spiRobert Webb cf Chicago is visit- 'heard thls twenty-sixth day of SeptemHenry has also joined the Library
ber, 1938. upon report of Receiver that
Mrs. Mildred Rollins of Camden.
nosa). also oalled Hercules;'Club and ing his niece. Mrs. Fannie Weaver, he
tea is served.
had received an offer of Twenty-five
Club.
At the closing Mrs. Luther Clark I Angelica-tree. It grows wild inthe
Mr and Mrs
Bvron Ludwiir of 1 Thousand Dollars ($25.000 00) for the
Mr and Mrs. Raymond McLeod
Air.
ana
Mrs
tstron
LUa
’
A
.g
OI 1 Thorndike Hotel Property so called, at
POCK ETT book found containing
The Star Circle will have a cov
were called to Attleboro. Mass.. Sat- extended a vote of thanks to the i forests of Washington State, on the Richmond were visitorsSunday fit the corner of Main Street and Tillson cm*!] sum of money, trinkets, etc
,,
„
,
Avenue. Rockland. Maine, and request Owner may have same by paying for
ered dish supper Thursday at 6.30
members
of
the
Hiram
Dale
Club
Pacific
coast,
and
one
must
be
on
• urday by the death of Edwin Money.
Mrs. Nettie Browns.
for instructions with respect to said this advertisement. JENNIE TAIT. Tel
in Masonic hall, to which all Grace
If you have Real Estate to boy
for their making it possible for her the lookout for it when in the
663-W
120-122
Mrs. H. E. Porter and Miss Geral- ! °BoRDmiT)P<’n hearlng “ ls hereby
!
Miss
Genevieve
Bradlee.
Miss
or sell—city, farm, or shore—or
Chapter members are invited. Mrs.
to give her parents such a large woods, since should you brush dyn Porter spent last Thursday at
That said Receiver appoint a day of
CAMEO pin lost Wednesday at Union
wish to rent or hire a Home or
Marion Grafton and Mrs. Lura Marian Felt and her brother Clif party, and to the friends who against the shrub or tree and get
hearing upon said offer and that he fair
Liberal reward for return to
Cottage, advertise in this column.
tast BOOLnDay.
. give notice of said hearing to depost- THE COURIER-GAZETTE
120-122
ton
Pelt
went
Tuesday
to
New
York
Libby are the housekeepers.
worked so willingly to make their one of the spines in your hand it
Telephone 770.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Leavitt Cf i torl* "editors and all other interested
city and Jersey city where they will
CHAIN
with
three
keys
lost
on
Main
!
parties
by
publishing
a
copy
of
this
Mrs. Joseph Butler who recently
party such a happy birthday for all. works its way deep into the flesh Whitinsville, Mass., and Mr. and • order to be published in three sur- ST ; reward. Return to The Couriervisit Miss Felt's sisters for two
119*121
\<rc PronV 'T'u! cesslve Issues of The Courier-Gazette. Gazette
returned home from Knox Hospital
and produces a dangerous sore. Mrs.
SMALL turnlshed house to let at
Piank Thompson of Thoma. • a newspaper published in said Rock
weeks. Mr. Felt is on vacation from
NOTLCEts
hereby
given
of
the
loss Spruce Head near salt water; new
was last Sunday presented a sun
|
This
specimen.
No.
732
of
our
col

ton were recent guests at Harry | land. together with his notice of time of deposit book numbered 37788, and
NORTH WALDOBORO
the local A. and P store.
garage'.
Ideal for cottage, through fall
; and place of said hearing, the last
shine basket with gifts from 18
lection of trees and shrubs, is a Creamer s.
publication thereof to be ten days at the owner of said book asks for dupll- months or as year-around home; rent
There
was
a
good
attendance
last
cate In accordance with the provision i reasonable. CALL 793-W.
106-tf
neighbors and friends.
gift from Alexander Wilson of
Isn't the foliage rather late
Harold Achorn. Mr and Mrs. Guy I £ast prlor t0 the date *** for sald bpar- of the State Law ROCKLAND SAV
night at the meeting of Williams- In changing from Its natural state
BARGAINS ln homes—9-room house,
INGS
BANK,
by
Edward
J.
Hellier.
Walker's
Corner.
Thomaston.
Mrs. Henry Shaw, Mrs. A. D.
Kennedy,
Mrs.
Albert
Elwell
and
so
ordered
this
28th
day
of
SepTo hue cf a different shade?
Treas . Rockland. Maine. Sept 29 1938 seven acres of land. 8 house lots, good
Brazier Post.
But then we hope the trees will keep
daughter Elizabeth were RocklanJ1 tetnb<“r' A D 1938
Davis. Mrs. Truman Sawyer and
H7*Tli-123 location, all for only $2100.
JAMES H HUDSON
'em
I The Federated Circle will meet
A 7-room house, small barn, build
Several
specimens
of
rocks
and
Justice S. J. Court
Mrs. E P. Starrett attended the an
To save as from our lawns to sweep
visitors Saturday.
ings ln good repaid, about % acre; of
NOTICE OF HEARING
'em.
j
Tuesday
at
2
with
Mrs.
J.
Russell
minerals
have
been
received
as
a
land, good residential section. Worth
nual meeting of the Woman's Mis
Henry Ulmer, Sunday school mis- i Pursuant to the foregoing Order of
But no! We through them soon must
$2500
For quick sale $1900 L. A
gift from A R Gillmor of Camden.
sionery Conference of the Lincolnj E>avisannuaI harvest SUP"
__ ,
... Court the undersigned Ensign Otis.
wade1
THURSTON. Tel 1159, Old County Rd .
sicnary. was making calls in this , Receiver of Security Trust Company,
city.
118-120
Baptist Association in Warren last j l*r of this Circl€ 15 561 for Oct- 28
Miss Lettie Storer was a weekend
Monday in the Interest of here,jy gives notice that a hearing upon
Three Octopi. two marine worms place
. „ .
said offer will be held at the Orand
Monday. There was a very large.in
Congregational vestry, and caner on >jrs. Sadie A. Davis,
the SUIway school.
Jury room. Knox County Court House.
attendance, and a speaker of special | -erv‘n8 on the supper committee
Mf and Mr$ E1Iard Mank are a Hermit Crab, a mollusk (sipho
A position wanted as practical nurse
Himnt Gardiner
_ ____
Rockland.
Wednesday.
Harr) Ticdolo
T’-sdale of
spent
ber I9 Maine,
at tenonoclock
ln the Octoforenoon. and to do light housework Inquire at
interest was Miss Jennie Reilly who a" Mrs. Weston Young Mrs. San“ a ’m0^r' trip’to Massachu- ^Zowr
120*122
the
weeke
nd
at
Lorenzo
Achorn
s
at which time and place depositors or 75 BROAD ST . Tel. 669-M
had been in India about 19 years
Comery. Mrs Orvel Williams.
K
are unknown fish, all dredged ir
,
I other parties Interested may appear
GIRL wanted 20 to 25. to do teleoet
eral
from
this
place
attended
and show cause why the said offer
120 fathoms off the Grand Banks services Snnrtav a, tho
phoning;
salary Write
W A ' care
should not be accepted or tpresent
“on„
.,alary
w_________________
and who told of the great value of Mrs. Wilmot Dow. Mrs. H. F. Leach
^ev mavsuch
sef ' 2The
Courier-Gazette
U9*lt
and Mrs Forest Stone, with Miss
Frances Cooper and mother iat 42 de g !4 min N long 67 deg services bunaa> at the Church O. othfr and larger ogers
MODERN six-room house completely
the White Cross work.
BOY wanted with bicycle or car to do furnished TEL 1067-M
119-tf
Rita Smith and Miss Margaret Rug- of Washiftgton were guests ol Rev. 14 min W; and tree Gcrgonias (new me Nazarena in North Waldoboro, fit to make at that time
«
delivering
Write
"W
A.
”
care
The
Mrs. Clyde Butler spent Wednes
Mary
S.
Gibson
Sunday
afternoou
<ARAGE
to
let
at
46
SUMMER
to
our
collection
of
a
hundred
gles as decorators.
pane Of glass in the living room and cth de^lt S“t ka-“ fl^e percem of 1 Courier-Gazette.________________ U9Mt Tel 133_______________________ 1-19-fiT
tT
day in Rockland at the home of her
I Philip Lee called on people in specimens from Florida), a rare barfluttered about the house It was thP a™ount bld Information concern- | *fOL’NG woman wanted to help with
A baptismal service of the Pente
SIX-room tenement to let., centrally
grandfather, R H. Barham. Sr,
cAGn
j
.
,
lnK
properties
may
be
obtained
by
i
care
O
f
children;
and
to
do
laundry,
this vicinity last week in the inter- nacal and a long slender fish with a
and interested parties from ! write R care The Courier-Gazette located. Apply 187 South Main St.
where her parents. Mr. and Mrs. costal Mission was held Sunday est of Knox-Lincoln Farm Bureau. long beaked-head, all dredged in soon captured and made into soup, responsible
the Receiver by appointment at any |
123-122 ______________________________ 119*121
This
is
the
third
time
since
the
afternoon
when
these
persons
were
time before the dav of hearing. Octo
R. H. Barham, are visiting.
TT won’t be long now! It's going to
85
fathems.
Iat.
41
deg.
4S
min.
N
ber
1.
1938.
Homer
Carroll,
who
is
employed
YOUNG
man
wants
part
time
work
baptized: Abbie Curtis of Cushing.
house was built 46 years ago that
a long cold (Winter. If you are
ENSIGN OTIS
-----p.fternoons. evenings and weekends. 126 be
Rev. and Mrs. H F. Leach at ! Charlotte Mitchell of Rockland, at Dunn's restaurant and tourist and long. 65 deg. 45 min. W All
for a warm comfortable ap
a partridge has shattered its win
Receiver I WASHINGTON ST. Camden, Tel. Cam- looking
artment
for the winter. 5 rooms twlth
lontioo
I
partn
tended the Lincoln Association of
Security Trust Company
den 415
j
bath,
and
modern Improvements, heati Gertrude Taylor of Smalleytown. camps in Sharon, Mass. is spend these marine animals were dredged dows.
118-120 1---------Congregational Churches in Boothqualify
as
•
ed
'
Janitor
service, water paid, garage
) MEN wanted who can
Mrs. Lester Willey of Rockport and ing his vacation with his parents. and donated to our museum by Capt
ReDort
Rental.
S30
month See MIKE ARMApllmhprs
In
shnrlp
t.rpp
tt
’
i
bay Harbor Tuesday, with Mrs.
—
"PA
A.fi,
n
1
.
Qhnn Main
Kfoin and
arxrl Park
Dorlz St.
Ct
C
J
Coffin
of
North
Quincy.
Mass.
TA.
Men's
Shop.
,
Immediately 795 Memorial Drive. CamRuth Paige of Tenant's Harbor. In Mr. and Mrs. Perl Carroll.
••
119-tf
Ida Parks and Mr. and Mrs. F. L. S.
bridge. Mass. Fares paid to qualified “
Roe-and
Victor Burnheimer is having an
the communion service following 42
tree experts. Steady work,, high hourly
Fossils, minerals and a crab have
THREE furnished rooms lor light
Morse. Mrs. Parks and Mrs Morse
ra e F A BARTLETT TREE EXPERT house
participated. There was also dedi addition built to his house The
keeping with private bath. Apply
CO
120421 G5 NORTH MAIN ST ______
been received irom Drury Rice cl
being the delegates for the Thom
118-tf
cation of these children: Lewis, son work is being done by Edward Ree 1
Rockland.
aston Church. Rev. Kenneth Ver
SIX-room tenement to let on Main
I of Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Cushman; of Orffs' Corner.
Air conditioning and Electric Refrigt H mfi vin
n«.v Rt
N W Lermond. Curator
non Gray of Boothbay Harbor was
eration and better themselves Must Tel
- ’ t273-W.
--Uet J H MELVIN* 21 118-120
Legs Fancy Spring Lamb......................
.25
Dorothy, daughter of Mr. and Mrs
Seven members from Maple
be mechanically inclired. willing to
ordained.
(Frank Taylor. Tenant's Harbor;
0 qUrS?fy z> Wr?tc I THREE modern centrauy located
Grange attended a Knox Pomona
Fancy Native Fowl ................................. ...... ib
.27
UirLITIES INST, care The Courter- apartmenU to let Including perpetual
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur D. Kalloch i Wesley, son of Mr and Mrs FranEAST LIBERTY
Gazette.
meeting with White Oak Grange.
hot water supply, central heating plant.
had as guests Wednesday Mr. and cis Ellis: Herman, son of Mrs.
Earland Esancy has returned to
Large Roasting Chickens .................... ...... ib
.30
HIGH school girl wants work taking
North Warren. Saturday. They rehis work in Wanvers Mass., and
Mrs. Robert Carey of Marblehead.
Conan. Qf Rock]and; Rl.
are
of
children
evenings.
TEL
125-J
Apply SILSBY FLOWER SHOP. Tel.
Let’s stay at home Sunday and have a nice chicken
118-tf
an unusually pleasant gathe*119*121 ! 318-W or 318-R. city.
dinner.
Mass., and Mrs. Elmer Allen of
1
Martel A. McLain in Gardner, Mass.
berta. granddaughter of Mr. andjng including supper, program and
HOUSEKEEPER wanted
135 Wash- 1 TENEMENTS and apartments to let.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Condon
of
Tenant's Harbor.
j Mrs. Lewis Taylor; and Frank, son degree work, the last being admlnington St Camden CoLl CAMDEN 785 p.ll prices and locations L. A. THURS
Waldo County Green Mt. Potatoes .. .... bu. .88
Mrs. Nancy Bushnell is at thu- of Mr &nd Mrs
Islesboro. were callers Sunday in
at noon or after 5 p. m.
118*120 TON. 468 Old County road. Tel. 1159,
Kenneth Olson ^tered by Cumberland County decity____________________________118-tf
ICO pounds .........................................
1.40
this place.
home of her son. Fred Davis, at the Thp Ume of
POSITION
as
working
housekeeper
Mission services gree team.
THREE furnished rooms to let, heat
Alice
said,
“
Why,
Bert,
everybody
in
town
ought
to
wanted
in
small
family
by
American
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Grant with
West End. Her daughter, Mrs has been changed and meetings will
woman. GRACE G. WALL. Tenan s ed. gas stove, bath and garage at 136
have seme of these ftr winter.”
There
seemed
to
be
an
exodus
TALBOT
AVE Rent reasonable. 115-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Hartford of
Harbor
119*121
Frank Flint of South Cushing, at now be held Wednesday and FriPOSITION, as allround cook. H. T
Sweet Potatoes .....................................
HOUSE on Fulton St., to let; bath;
whose home she has lived for sev cay of each week at 7 p. m.; and from this place headed for Union j Camd?n motored Sunday to Frank10 lbs .25
PERRY. 44 Gay St., city
70-tf (cellar; shed; $20 month, water paid.
eral years, is now a surgical patient Oi’. Sunday the school will begin at Fair to help make up the record fort and Sandypoint, their former
------- Tel. 1017-J or 313-M. HERBERT BAR
WATCHMAKER—Repairing watcher,
Little Pig Pork Roasts .......................... ...... lb .25
101-tf
at Knox Hospital. Mrs. Levi Ulmer 12 45 with the meetings at 2 p. m. crowd that attended. E. L. Mifier home
clocks, antiques all kinds. Call and TER
These are cut from small tender pigs.
deliver. S. ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23
took first prize on his Durham bull.
«...
TENEMENTS to let, large and small.
of Cushing is Mrs. Bushnell's nurse ar.a 7 p. m.
Amesbury St . Rockland, Tel. 958-J.
Apply C M. BLAKE, wallpaper store,
Squash ....................................................... ..... lb .02
Hurricane Echoes
and Master Conrad W. Miller sec
118-tf 662 Main St . city.
and came with her.
112-tf
ond prize on his heifer. Everyone
Herbert G. Howes and sister. MatThe junior service of the Fed
Turnips and Cabbage ........................... ...... Ib .03
UPSTAIRS apt with bath to let. In
Merry Birthday Party
, was well pleased with all of the ex- tie Overlock former residents of
quire 12 KNOX ST . Tel. 156-W. 111-tf
erated Church is postponed for a I
New Parsnips ........................................... ...... lb .09
this place and now living in RehoMrs. Luther A. Clark of Thomas- hibition.
week, and will be held the 16th in
UNFURNISHED and turnlshed apts.
to let. 25 NORTH MAIN ST , Tel. 886-M
ton celebrated the birthdays of her ( Last Sunday at the M. E. Qhurch j b°th- Mass. wrote to relatives here
Baxter’s Pod Run Peas .... can .15; 3 cans .40
stead of next Sunday .
109-tf
—
— SI ____
thrilling experience during
Miss Gladys Fernald Tuesday aft parents, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar F Rev. Mrs. Gibson stressed the im- of
Superba Fancy Tomatoes, can .15; 6 cans .70
THREE-room furnished apartment to
recent hurricane and tidal wave.
HOME Clarion range. No. 8 for tale, let 57 CRISENT ST
108-tf
ernoon entertained a group of Gould Sunday at the Hiram Dale portance of “doing'' as well as lip
good condition, price $10 HOWARD
Baxter’s Horticultural Shelled Beans .... can .15
Gun Club rt East Belfast. There service. The thought was very per- T^ey were ln their cottage on Pafriends who took their sewing.
TWO rooms with bath to let. heat.
CROCKETT. 20 Franklin St.
120*122
Three cans............................................
.40
si'
w?54
The Friendly Club party for the were 62 guests present, the oldest tinent In view of the plan to tar?ituiss<t Island at the time. Mr.
lent condition. 122 CAMDEN ST 119*121
Federated junior choir Wednesday in the party being cousins, their an offering for relief work next Howes was getting boards and lad.15
Superba Canned Grapefruit .............
MODERN apartment to let. OVERADDIE Russ estate for sale. Route
night in the Congregational vestry ages being Oscar Gould. 84. Dudley Sunday, specifically to aid suffer- ^ers together in his yard when the
RockpoTt Apply. TeL or letter. ____
MRS. NEKS SARKESIAN, 157 Talbot Ave..
Three
cans
...............................................
.40
~
....
...................................
....
*
...............
.......
120*122
Tfl
568-W________________ 107*109-tf
M.
E.
REED,
Roxbury.
Me.
wave struck. He managed to get
was enjoyed by the guests and Gould, 84, Rockland Jones, 84, and ers of the late hurricane disaster
This is canned ripe gtapefruit, especially good.
HEYWOOD-Wakefleld baby carriage
STORE,
fully equipped with fixtures
Chester
Jones.
87.
All
of
these
men
We
were
much
interested
in
the
inside
the
COttage
by
grasping
the
equally by the gathering of Club
for sale Price right. W. W STRONG. also three room apartment ln rear—
Grapefruit Juice.................. can .12; 3 cans .30
48 Grace St.
•
.'120*122 toilet, lights, water, shed and small
..
members wX3 joined them in the are very active and enjoyed a dance Roving Reporter's account of his, piaZ,Z,a. raiI' .
Sweetened or unsweetened.
1S29 Oldsmobile coupe for sale at $20. cellar, both completely furnished. Two
Wlth great dlfflcUlty th€y closed
various games and in the refresh in the evening with the younger latest trip through the several
or will trade. Used Ford and Chevrolet eight foot plate glass windows. Fine
The windows were
LaTouraine Coffee ................................. ...... lb .28
ments of sandwiches, fruit punch, folks; they were just as young as States, especially for the reason the door.
parts, heaters, glass, tires. R S. JOR place for large or small business, at $6
DAN. C Kelley Lane
120*122 week V. F STUDLEY, 283 Main St..
Vacuum packed can, and very popular
brownies and cookies served by Mrs. the children, and could dance a that we have covered some of the smashed and the water poured in
Tel. 1154 or 330
118-tf
VERY good buys—Superior lumber:
Greenleaf. Mrs. Biggers. Miss Gar better step with the music than the ways and things he describes—the j driving the monto the bed. then
.25
Dean
’
s
Krout
............................
lb
.10
;
3
lbs
Matched
pine
boards;
novelty
pine
sid

FIVE-room
apartment
to
let.
ALICE
I onto the stove.
The cupboard
ing; also best seasoned framing lumber FULLER. 25 Unden St . TeL 106-J.
diner, Mrs. Risteen and Miss Stud new dancers.
Bear Mountain route, the toll
and boards JAMES Y. MESERVE. V
Pillsbury’s Pancake Flour .................. ... pkg .10
'
tipped
over
and
Mr.
Howes
stood
ROOMS to let Apply at MRS. FLORA
ley. The junior choir director, Mrs.
The Club House was decorated bridges, etc. Our course over Bear
G. E., Jefferson. Tel. Norih Whitefield
118-tf
’5-23
120*13, COLLINS. 15 Grove St
j
in
the
water
to
his
neck
while
tearFour Leaf Clover Bread Flour ........... .... bag .99
W. C. Richards, with Mrs. Josephine with aqua and rose red berries and mountain was homeward while R.
DAIRY butter. 25c per pound: also
FOUR
room
apartment
to
let.
all
j
ing
out
a
shelf
and
a
board
from
This
flour
makes
more
and
better
bread
than
any
Stone, Mrs. Leach and Mr. Leach colored leaves that blended with R's seemed to be from home. Com
cabbages, and squash. C. B TOLMAN. modern.
Apply at CAMDEN and
other flour we know of.
Tel 44-5. Warren
119-121 ROCKLAND WATER CO., Tel. 634.
led in the games. The choir mem the crepe paper trimmings. The ing to thf bridge across the Hud
NEW Hampshire Reds - Pullets lor
118-tf
They managed to get the boards
Jameson’s Home Made Sausage ..... ...... lb .28
bers present were Marjorie Wood table was done with Happy Birth son river before entering the moun
sale, layers, $1 50 P O BOX 85. Union
______________________________ 119*121
cock. Sally Gray, Alma Leach. Ruth day table cloths with napkins to tain route we were surprised at the across some timbers in te top of the
j GREEN, hard wood,. $6 cord In 1 and
Miller, Edith Sawyer, Jean Gill- match. Mrs. Gould's birthday cake demand of $1.05 before allowed to cottage and crawl onto them where
I Va cord loads, delivered anywhere from
they
huddled
together
while
their
Rockland to Belfast
Write or call
chrest, Marjorie Cushing, Eleanor was trimed with rose and white i cross. The surprise w-as the more
I LEON CALLAHAN. 9 Luce St. iRockland
Gregory, Patricia Roes. Nancy frosting with rosebuds, holders and acute by reason of previously cross cottage floated around for 12 hours.
or Lincolnville. Rt 2.
119*121
Libby, Lorraine Butler, James Gill- candles and Mr. Gould’s birthday ing the Susquehanna River in I The little bedding which they had 1
DRY. hard wood per foot fitted. $1 25.
DAILY Guide.
Spiritual Reading.
M
B
&
C.
O.
PERRY.
Tel
487
119-tf
chrest, Winfred Williams, Payson cake was trimmed with aqua and Pennsylvania, where only a nickle rescued and wrapped about them
Questions answered. 25c and stamp.
1936 FORD coupe for sale, cheap. >good GEO JONES. Dixmont. Me.
119*121
selves
was
whipped
by
the
wind
George. Joe Richards. Gilbert Beat- white, with holders and candles. was charged for toll. However, the
condition. H. D. CRIE. Tel. 83 Thom
aston.
119*121
MEN of 30. 40. 50! Want Vim, Vigor,
tie, Eugene Fales, Edwin Leach. Roy The candles on both cakes were advisability of the extreme charge from time to time and the spray
THE late Harry C. iConant property for rundown body? Try Ostrex Tablets
Bell. Danny Lakeman and Robert lighted, the electric lights turned was visioned in the cost of build was constantly splashing against
situated at Washington village ls for of raw oyster stimulants and general
sale. Five-room house with shed- and body builders. II not delighted with
Beattie, with Alice Tuttle and Miss out and all sung "Happy Birthday" to ing the route. We enjoyed im them.
stables, all connected; 37 acres of land, results of first package, maker refunds
The cottage finall landed at Bar
Reg Si .00 Special now.
Olive Leach special guests. On be “Gram” and "Grampa." The bless mensely our stops at the turn-outs.
partly wooded. This property must Its price
We wonder if ycu have been in and seen the wonderful Coats.
be sold at once to settle the estate $1. Call, write C. H MOOR & CO
... . —
, ,
low Town but they were unable
half of the choir Ruth Miller aptly ing was asked by Aaron A. Clark, watching
119*130
the traffic plying up and ;. ..
... .. ...
Also
one
mare.
6
years
old.
weigh.
iu
Jatkcts and Mackinaws we have for both men or boys—and my,
,
.. , ,
h j b h
to vacate it until the tide went out
1450 pounds, cound and uentle pna
thanked the Club for the party. At a grandson.
LARGE circulating heater for sale,
they are handsome and at such prices!
down the Hudson, and wondered if (
good
worker
For
Information
Inquire
! Anxious relatives had been seachfor heating three rooms. 102
the next Club meeting the 19th
cf SIDNEY HUMES. Washington. Tel. suitable
Supper consisted of baked beans, it was an extra busy day or an ev
118*120
FOR M£N—
6-5.
'
119-124 UNION ST. Tel. 417-M
two quilts will be knotted, ln the salad, pickles, sandwiches, bread, ery day occurrance. It has been our ing for them in the meantime little
ZIPPER JACKETS ...................................
$3.75 to $6 59
LAWN mowers sharpened, called for
I have for sale a fine mahogany
expecting
to
find
them
alive.
They
MACKINAWS ............................................
Methodist vestry.
....... {"!50 to $10.03
butter, doughnuts, all kinds of fros- privilege to cross the wonderful
victrola. table size, not a scratch or and delivered. Tel 791, CRIE HARD
118-tf
HUNTING COATS—all wet I ..................
scar on it. also many first class records WARE CO.. Rockland.
$7.59 $10.00, $12.00
Mrs. James Creighton. Mrs. Ar ted cakes, mince and squash pies, George Washington bridge twice, returned to their home Sunday and
by Schummn-Helnk. John McCormick.
JACKETS WITH HOODS
............ $6.75, $8.50
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
thur Elliot. Mrs. J. B. Curtis, Mrs. tea. coffee, cream and plenty of and when we think of the bridge, are recovering from the nervous
Louise Homer and other treat artists.
HUNTING PANTS ....................................
$5.03
I also have one copy of Milton's "Para land Hair Store. 24 Elm, St Mall orders
W. B. D. Gray, Miss Margaret Cope milk. Following the supper Mr. I the thought is always present that j shock.
dise Lost" ln perfect condition, good solicited. H. C. RHODES, TeL 519-J.
HEAVY WOOL SWEATERS ............................... $1 93, $2.98, $5.00
118-Of
print. FRED W. WIGHT. 13 Claremont
land. Mrs. C. W. Singer. Mrs. Lee and Mrs. Arthur Crockett sang. Mr. ' a delay of several days in its con- j
CORDUROY PANTS ................................................................ $3.00
St., city.
118*120
WORK PANTS .................................................. $1.50, $1.98, $2.53
Walker, Mrs. Howard Smalley and Crockett played the harmonica and struction was caused by the tardiSOUTH THOMASTON
SMALL house on Georges St.. Thom
PLAID WORK SHIRTS
$1.00, $153
Mrs. Guy Lermond attended the guitar together, then a few selec-1 ness of a load of granite that was
aston. Bath, furnace, garage. Price
Mrs. Bernice Sleeper is teaching
FALL OR WINTER UNION SUITS .................... $1.00, $1.50, $1.98
reasonable. FRANK D. ELLIOT. Thom
Knox Hospital Auxiliary meeting tions on the accordion. He also needed ere the work could proceed, at the Timber Hill School, Owl's
aston.
l)7-tf
BOYS
ln Rockland Tuesday. An increased played the guitar and sang several The granite was aboard a sailing Head. She is substituting for Mrs
HARD coal for sale, also lumpy Po
ZIPPER JACKETS ........................................................ $2.75, $3 50
cahontas soft coal; dry fitted hard
membership is desired for the Aux cowboy songs. Mr. Crockett has vsesel with Capt. Arthur D. Thomas My Scammon who is ill.
HOODED JACKETS ........................................................ $4.50, $6.53
and junk wood. J. B PAULSEN. Thom
aston, TeL 62.
110-tf
iliary; the dues are but 50 cents a sung several times over the radio of Rockland in charge. The wind,
Rev. N. F. Atwood of Rockport
HOODED MACKINAWS .......................................................... $7.75
HEAVY SWEATERS ..................................................... $1.98. $2.98
from Portland and Boston. The on which locomotion depended, had conducted a special service Sunday
Located At Wildwood
FANCY SWEATERS ...................................................... $1.09, $1.98
concert was appreciated by all pres failed him. hence the delay. Capt. night at the chapel. Music was fur
CORDUROY PANTS ............................................ $1.50, $1.98, $2 98
)R. P. R. GREENLEAF ent. Mr. Crockett played the har- Thomas married one of our finest nished by the choir of the Rockport
Ballard
Park, Rockport
SCHOOL PANTS ......................
$1.50, $1..78
monia. Luther A. Clark the clarinet girls and is now permanently lo Methodist Church. The service and
PLAID SHIRTS ....................................................................... $1.00
Dentist
and Aaron Clark the saxophone for cated as a much appreciated neigh music were greatly enjoyed.
Mrs. James Tolman
Bting nr.sdest people, we hate awfully to keep on telling of
Fred Ripley received the surprise
the wonderful tilings we have in our store for men and boys, but
bor of the writer with his sea ex
UN ST.,
THOMASTON, ME. a short dance.
ROCKVILLE, ME.
we want yea tt enjoy them as we do.
TEL. 2(1
Guests were Mr. and Mrs. Oscar perience only ln the archives of of his life Sunday morning when a
97*39
85&87-Th-ll F. Gould, Mr. and Mrs. William memory.
large partridge crashed through a

THOMASTON
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In Everybody’s Column

Knox Arboretum

REAL ESTATE

; LOST AND FOUND j
£*••** *(«**««*« ft

I

WANTED

j

;

TO LET

!

WEEKEND SPECIE

L

★★

WATTS HALL

FOR SALE

J. A. JAMESON CO.

I MISCELLANEOUS I

’S

“GIFT COTTAGE”
FOR SALE

SELL Witk

WAMTADS

Every-OtKer-Day
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John Stahl and daughter of
MILLER-MURRAY
Camden are occupying the Walter
Miss Evangeline Murray of Rock
Davis house, corner of Grace and
land became the bride Monday of
Broad streets, for the winter.
Seirteg* Craw©
George Miller of Waban. Mass., Rev.
J.
Charles
MacDonald
performing
Mary and Robert Everleth of
South Portland, were guests of sev the ceremony at the Baptist parson
MAGIC NAME IN HEATING!
eral IRockland cousins over the age. Attendants were Ruth Rogers
of Rockland and Hazel Eaton of
weekend.
Waldoboro, sister of the groom.
We carry a complete line of the amazing
IMrs. Nellie Shibles entertained
Following a reception at the home
Florence Circulating Heaters
friends from Orono Tuesday, her of Mr. and Mrs. Eaton in Waldo
guests being Mrs. Robert Drum boro, a chicken banquet was served
mond and daughter Betty and Mrs. to Mr. and Mrs. William A. Murray,
NEW EFFICIENCY
L. P. Dorsey.
,
Ruth Rogers, Mrs. E. A, Murray, Mr.
and Mrs. Prank Knowlton, Laura
NEW ECONOMY
The High School faculty members Shepherd of Rockland and Mrs.
and their families were entertained Estelle Miller of Waban. The va
NEW BEAUTY
Sunday by Principal and Mrs. riety of lovely wedding gifts on dis- J
Joseph Blaisdell, at their farm in play included electrical appliances,
NEW LOW PRICE
Sidney. A tempting chicken din- cedar chest, silverware and money.
i ner was served, covers being laid for
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
Florence
41 guests. The remaining time was and Mrs. William A. Murray of
Heats
All
the
Home
—
One
Room
to
Eight
Circulating Heater
spent socially, the affair 'being Broadway and graduated from,
thoroughly enjoyed by the entire Rockland High School, class of |
group, which extended deep appre 1936. Mr. Miller, who ls the son of
ciation to the delightful hosts.
Mrs. Estelle Miller of Waban, is a
sign painter by trade.
Legion Auxiliary conducted a
After a wedding trip to the White
A nation’s accepted standard circulating heater in
party Tuesday night, special prizes Mountains, the young couple will
at beano going to Clara Cates. make their home in Waban.
in 1939 models—Ask Us!
Charles Libby, Sylvia Snowman and
Elizabeth Gregory. Other awards
WITHEE-GRAY
were won by Eloise Nash. Irma Up
ham, ‘Margaret Atkins, Bernard
Elmer C. Withee, Jr., of Swan's
Winchenbaugh, Mrs. C. V. Lowell, Island, and Miss Genevieve E. Gray
All sizes, finishes, styles and wide price range.
Sylvia Snowman. Ruth Brackett, of Rockland, were united in mar- j
Bessie McCaslin, Hattie Thomas. riage Saturday, a double ring cere
Annie Wade, Alice Russell, Hazel mony being performed by Rev. C.1
Direct from the manufacturer to you! First Quality
Nash, Anne Pish, Alice Dolham, A. Marstaller of Littlefield Memorial '
Furs,
linings and werkmanrhip at very moderate prices.
Bertha McIntosh, Rose Freeman, Church, of which the bride is a [
Priced at the New Low Mark
It
will
pay you to see this group of coats before buying
Florence
Irene Thomas, Edna Thibodeau, member. The attendants were Car- j
Geneva
Rackliffe,
Bessie
Church.
elsewhere.
Our regular guarantee on all these coats.
roll Gray, brother of the bride, and I
Circulating llcatcr
| June Parks. Richards Stevens, Lou- Mrs Carroll Gray.
ville Pottle, Evelyn Cates, C. V.
The bride is the only daughter of
1 Lowell, Mrs. Edgar Sukeforth. Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Gray. CamI
Elizabeth Gregory, Gertrude Lovett, den street. She has been employed
Black-dyed or beaver-dyed, princess and swagger.
313-325 Main Street
Rockland
Tel. 980
| Myrna Grindle, Leon Barter, Mary the last three seasons as a waitress
] Barter, Annie Trundy, “Melza Me at Candage's Tea Room, and as an
Caslin, Nettie Packad, Mary Sim extra salesgirl at the J. J. Newberry
Cocszik style cr swagger.
mons, Grace Wheeler and Vaughn store.
OH, ME! OH, MY!
Beal.
Mr. Withee is the oldest son of
I Por The Courier-Gazette |
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Withee. Sr„ of
Yes, I have come a dowager.
My epic of young days over;
Uniformly matched skins, new 43" swagger leng-th.
Mr. and Mrs. 'Ralph Dudley and gwan-s isiancj. He has employment
Byes dimmed a hit. and not quite fit
daughter Lee Anne are visiting relamate. on tj,e yacht chelebark.
For all UM*a MlMBM of 'power.
tives in West Pembroke. Their Hingham. Mass., which sails in
Alas should I sit In this Intervale
other daughter, Marilyn, is staying Southern waters winters.
Cf years acquiring—calmly
Mr
Luxurious soft fur, graytone or browntone.
To be shelved for dreams—when
meantime, at the home of Mr. and Withee will return to the yacht Oct
Oct.
Heart and soul demandeth much.
Yet age has set me ln ltr» clutch.
Mrs. Horace Coombs.
7. Mrs. Withee will remain
Mrs. H. B. Atwocd. Mrs. Fred
her parents during the winter.
Cates
and
Miss
Martha
Rnrketf
stiU
am
1
Same.
Pulses
high,
vaies ana imiss Marina Burnet. Wlth SDtrtt seldom waning;
Stylish, piactical and economleal.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Smith of Wor
spent Tuesday in Bangor and | Then deep despond comes with the
cester, Mass., who have been visit
thought
Mrs.
Robert
B.
Magune
is
visiting
Bucksport.
! I'm old—too old for changing.
ing Mr. and Mrs. Fred French, have Dr. and Mrs. Frank i. Magune in -Vj
I Down I sit by fireside warm.
returned home, accompanied by Worcester, Mass., while attending
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur E. Saunders a book—my mending—knitting:
Mr. Smith's Bister, Mrs. Jane Rob
n
„ Perchance a cat on hear:h rug mat,
nthe annual Worcester Musi? Festi
ana Mr. and Mrs. Freeman S. Maybe a novel ,befitting.
bins.
val. Enroute she will also visit Mrs.
All members of the Congrega
Young spent Tuesday in Castine.
A curreIlt puzz;e_ Shakespeare quiz,
Ralph B. Hilton in Malden.
—
Bits of sweet for comfort;
tional parish are invited to attend
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Orrin
Treat
of
n..v
I A friend lor two with cup of tea.
About 20 women of the First
a church party given by the WomMiss Beth Hagar, Who is attend- is that all there's Jett for prosy me?
Tyngsboro. Ma&s.. have been spend
Robert G. Dunton of Winthrop, ain's Association honoring Rev. and
Baptist Church attended the Mis ing Boston University, spent the An(
...
„ when
,
, is
.....
ing a week at their cottage at Seven
| yCt. not. all,
poise
held,
Mass, .formerly of Rockland has Mrs. Corwin (H. Olds at the vestry
sionary Basket Meeting in Warren weekend with her mother, Mrs. Ern- High hear and wisdom interwoven
Tree Pond.
been promoted from the Boylston next Wednesday at 7.30.
Wlth tSntT*
Monday. The most important ad est Hagar. Grace street.
_____
I And life enobled. filled with treasure—
dress was made by Miss Jennie
Mrs. Maynard Faye has returned Btreet ticket office of the Eastern
Years of giuwth In fullest measure
Reilly, missionary, home on fur
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Spaulding i Dowager indeed! Life's still In high to Springfield, Mass, after a few Steamship Company to their office
Mrs. Jane Hall entertained last
had as guests Sunday at they-'
pi,tl
lough from India.
days' visit with Rockland relatives. of chief clerk at India Wharf in
I
K S F.
Boston
He
is
succeeding
Norman
night,
Mrs. Alma Dow. Mrs. Mary 1
Rockland
Holiday Beach cottage. Mr. and
Mrs. E C. Dunbar and chauffeur Hewev who is becoming traveling Gliaden, and Misses Mary Lawry ,
Paul Bickford, freshman at Bow Mrs. Wesley Comstock, Miss Helen I
ITH power lines down and during emergencies of this sort.
and Dorothy Lawry. Sewing occu- '
doin College spent the weekend at Sprague. Mrs. Helen Chapman and
Mr and Mrs Raymond Bowden of Lowell, Mass., and sister Mrs. passenger agent.
<electric current shut off-many Anthracite has again proved to be
pled the time.
-------•
, and family, spent the weekend at Fred French of this city recently j
the home of Dr. Wm. Ellingwood. George Bean.
homes in the flood area were with the safest, most dependable home
_____
j Blue Hill.
returned from a week's motor trip' Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Gregory have
out heat because burners which re fuel.
quire power-went out of operation.
to Canada and the Gaspe Penin-, returned from Akron. Ohio, where
•Slue coal’ ls America's finest an
Mrs. Seth Low of New York is
Mrs. Mary Burkett is at the Britt
Frcm a personal letter written by
Many families, however, whose thracite. It is the cream of Penn
sula. Mrs. iFrencli then went to her they visited their son Robert. They i
visiting her mother, Mrs. E. D. home on Limerock street, where she
Mrs. Ida Whitcomb and Mrs.
sister’s home where she made a also had a close-up on the storm Henry T. Fowler of Harmony, R. I., homes are heated with anthracite, sylvania hard coal especially pre
Spear, Maple street.
will spend the winter.
Earle Benner of Waldoboro, were
to a Unember of The Courier-Ga not only kept warm and dry them pared for home use—laboratory
four weeks' visit.
damage in New England.
selves but they were able to share tested for purity and uniform slzweekend visitors ln this city.
zette staff: "My house suffered warmth and shelter with less fortu- ing-and colored blue for the pro
Mrs. Harry Berman of Lewiston
Mr. and Mrs. John Witham of;
The season of Rubinstein Club comparatively little damage, chief- ' nate neighbors. Anthracite can be tection of buyers. There are ample
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Breen and
was a recent visitor at her former Bath were visitors Tuesday in this
opens Oct. 14 at the Universalist ly skylights broken and shingles ] flred by hand. It needs no forced stocks of 'blue coal' ln local yarda.
Miss
Bernice
Tibbetts
of
Augusta,
Rockland home.
city.
draft-no power-driven equipment Order a supply today.
were dinner guests Wednesday of vestry. This occasion will be a re torn off the Toof. Trees suffered j
Mrs. Breen’s sister, Mrs. Walter ception, with Mrs. S. Merritt more seriously, though not nearly |
Mr and Mrs. George B Davis had
Forest Karl has moved from Oak
Farnum president of State Pedera- as badly as those of others who had j
ROCKLAND FUEL CO., Phone 72
Prescott.
as recent guests Mr. and Mrs. W. street to the Isidor Gordon tene
tion cf Music Clubs, and members whole orchards laid flat. Perhaps 1
F. Whitman and daughter Marilyn ment on Grace street.
Federal food distribution Friday of the executive board in line. The the most interesting phenomenon j
of Jackson Heights, Long Island.
at
the city store. As the goods are local president, Mrs Grace M. here, 10 or 11 miles from the salt,
Luther Smith is on the job again
N. Y.
heavy canned foods, take large Strouthas arranged a brilliant pro- [ water, is the salty film on windows, j Mrs Walter Barstow was hostess Miettinen, guest speaker; evening
at Stonington Furniture Co. follow
baskets and send no children.
gram. Mrs. John H. McLoon will j A similar condition is reported from last night to Our Own Club, serv service at 7 o'clock. Several speak
Rev. C. D. Crane of New Mil ing a fortnight's vacation.
preside over the punch bowl. The Woonsocket, 16 miles from the tidal ■ ing a delightful luncheon of waffles. ers will take part in the evening
ford. Conn., is visiting his son. Ken
Miss Marion Weidman of Rock- associate membership list is open wave. That may give some idea Present were Mits Viola Anderson. program. All are welcome.
Among the 15 boys transferred
nedy Crane.
( port was hostess to Lady Knox to music lovers in the vicinity.
of the force of the wind.”
Miss Eleanor Tibbetts, Miss Virgin'a
this week from Camden C.C.C.
! Chapter, Daughters of the Ameri
Leach,
Miss Helen Korpinen, Mrs.
Camp
to
New
Mexico
were
James
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Russell have
can Revolution Monday afternoon,
Howard Chase and Miss Ruth
returned from Poland, where they Skinner and Robert Hastings.
j The .meeting iwas presided over toy
Ward.
CALL
attended a family reunion at the
the regent, Mrs. Joshua Southard.
There will be an important meet
HAVENER
’S ICE CO
home of Abbott Russell.
As this was the first meeting for
ing of King Hiram's Council Friday
Dr. H. V. Tweedie will leave Sat
TeL
792
[ the new year the chairmen of the
night of this week. Plans will be
urday for a week's vacation in New
The Monday Niters met with Mrs.
55*56tf
|
various
committees
outlined
their
made for the November inspection.
Brunswick.
Isabelle Anastasio, at her home on
work for the year. Mrs. Mary,
Rehearsal will follow the meeting.
Broadway, with prizes going to Mrs.
I Perry Rich who is not only Chapter
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Billings
ElizabethMills.Mrs. Ellie Knowlton.
Cash receipts at the Carlton
chairman of the committee for Na
(Louise
Moulaison! and iMin Rus
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
Mrs. Gladys Murphy, Mrs. Susan bridge last month were $1500 less
tional Defense Through Patriotic
sell have1 gone to Vinal Haven to
Bowley, Mrs. Hattie Brown and than for the corresponding month
Education but State Chairman of
reside.
Mrs. Christella Russell receiving in 1937.
Packed to the
1 this committee as well, urges that
(
-----------------consolation.
brim with melody
the Constitution of the United
and romance!
GEORGES RIVER ROAD
Scott Coburn of Warren was in
, States be studied this year. It was
Mrs. Henry Keating and Miss the city Tuesday shaking hands
decided that Lady Knox Chapter
Katherine Keating, Mr. and Mrs. E. with old friends and not denying It will be like that time you hit
The Finnish Church will celebrate
devote a short time of each meeting
H. Cameron and Miss Christol that he is getting in training for the jack pot ... or that day the , to the reading of this Important
its anniversary Sunday. The pro
Cameron, Mrs. Ada Dalzell, Mrs. his annual session at the wood- toss said, “We like the way you ■ document. Mrs Rich also gave an
gram is: Dinner from 11.30 to 1.30;
Helen D. Perry and Mrs. Israel pile, This has no terrors for him handled that special job."
anniversary service at 2. Rev. L. P
i interesting report of the State Fall
Snow spent the weekend in Jones- despite his 85 years.
meeting held in Farmington which
port and Eastport.
You'll get something to remem
she attended in company with Mrs.
WE BUY
Some of the prize vegetables
Anne Snow. State Chairman of
ber
out
of
this
styling
besides
thc
grown at the City Farm the past
Montpelier and Mrs. Helen Carlson.
summer are exciting admiration style . . . you'll see more to write
AM) SILVER
Mrs. Rich spoke of the two projects
at Perry's Main street market.
home about at less than you
Clarence E. Daniela
which the State Regent asked all
JEWELER
usually write a check for.
Chapters to sponsor this year.
The recent tropical hurricane
370 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Montpelier
and
Opportunity
Farm.
brought to the Lawrence Portland Thrills in clothing for men who
Mrs. Rich was asked to give a short
Cement Company a flood of orders
are tired of the same old greyz,
talk on the Constitution at this
from
the
stricken
area.
It
is
not
A new lot of Corduroy Over
meeting. It was announced that
unlikely that the Th">maston plant browns and blues.
alls just received in brown, navy
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
the State Conference in March will
will remain In operation until the
and wine; sizes 2, 4, 6 and 8.
be held at Portland. The response
first of the year.
Price—
$30 and $35
to the Chapter roll call was: Cook
“SMILEY BURNETTE”
ing in Colonial Days or Old Recipes
A surprise party was given Tues
in
and Menus. Many responded with
day night at the home of Mr. and
This is cne of the MOVIE QUIZ
interesting as well as amusing
$250,000.00 CONTEST PICTURES
Mrs. George Edwin Clark, 10 Broad
Also
recipes and menus of the past.
street, the occasion being their
New Hats
NOW PLAYING
Refreshments were served by the
golden wedding anniversary. Games
“ALGIERS"
TODAY
New Shirts
hostess and iher assistants: Mrs.
were enjoyed and refreshments
with
ELEANORE WHITNEY
Euretta Annatoyne, Mrs Beulah Al
served, gifts of flowers and money
CILAREES ROYER
Sizes 2 to 6 years
New Sweaters
len. Mrs. Ruth Barnard and Miss
in
S1GRID GURIE
being presented the hosts. The
Edith Bicknell
C AMPUS CONFESSIONS'*
guests left at a late hour, wishing
the happy couple many more anni
Prices wholesale for this week
versaries. Those present were Mr.
only, on handblocked Persian table
and Mrs. Orrin Treat of Tyngsboro,
Rockland
TeL 883
covers, runners and dollies. Noth
Mass., Mr. and Mrs. Frank New
Shows—Mat. 2. Evg, 6.30, 8.30
ing
better
for
giving
new
life
to
pour
bert,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Percy
McPhee,
9 LIMEROCK ST., ROCKLAND
Continuous Sat. 2.00 to 10.30
living rooms, or for gift occasions.
Mrs. Lillian Bicknell and Mrs.
What-Not Gift Shop.—adv.
Emma Dick.

FLORENCE

ESTATE HEATROLAS

ATLANTIC RANGES

Buy Your Fur Coats NOW At Greater Savings!

FLORENCE RANGE BURNERS, $19.95

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

DURO SEAL COATS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .............. J 69.50

CARACUL COATS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ............... $119.00

BLOCKED LAPIN.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ............... $ 39.50

OClETY

S1LVERTONE MUSKRATS .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .............. $ 99.00

•" | CHUBBY FUR JACKETS.. .. .. .. .. . •.. .. .. .. .. .. ............... $ 29.50

‘blue coal’ PROVES DEPENDABLE
IN FACE OF STORM AND FLOOD CHAOS
Substitute fuels become useless when
electric current is shut off

W

For “ICE” Service

When you see this

styling, you’ll feel
like handing the

salesman a cigar.

OLD GOLD

CORDUROY
OVERALLS

Gene Autry

$1.59

“Melody Trail”

> Jersey Shorts
79c

Crockett’s Baby Shop

GREGORY’S

mm a

/
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Students Of Old

With the Extension Agents

Is Constipation making you feel Sluggish,
Languid, Ont-of-sorts?

(Continued from Page One)

Knowles; Louis W Dermot; J H.
Remember:
I Simonton. West Camden; Willia
— And The —
Gray. 1883: G B Johnson; Philip
Ulmer. Clark Island; Fred H Spear.
I Rockport; E. B. Spear; H. P. Wood.
For 86 years
[ W. A. Luce, Rockport; J. W. Kent,
thia family medicine for young and
North Haven.
old has been an aid in relieving constipation
mons and Mrs. Olivia Hoffses are
Agriculture
1883
|
... Agreeable to take ... Try it... At Druggists ...
on
the
dinner
committee.
Pour thousand farm co-operative
^JHEJRUE^FAjmiJ^TIVEjAND.ROUHD^WORI^^
G. B. Johnson, Philip Ulmer,
• • • •
organizations paid their patrons
Clark
Island;
Fred
H.
Spear.
Rock

Two waxing of vegetable demon
$25,000,000 in dividends during 1936.
strations will be held next week by port; E. B. Spear. H. P. Wood. W. A.
Outstanding reports are being re
County Agent Wentworth. Hope. Luce. Rockport; J. W. Kent. North
A MUCH BETTER BUICK
ceived at the Farm Bureau office.
Oct. 11 at 10.30 at the Grange hall I Haven.
Rockland, in connection with the
G. K. Harrington. David Donahue
—before the leader meeting. JeffManufacturers Believe That They
annual membership drive. Two
erson. at 10.30 at W’allace Spear's Eva Allenwood. Vinal Haven; Flora
Have Produced "A Bell-Ringer"
communities have already complet
farm in North Nobleboro.
I A. Kalloch; James Shaw; H. A.
ed their work — Rockport women
Speaking before more than 250
• • • •
' Howard; Samuel Leach, Penobscot;
with 31 members, and Jefferson
Margaret Rogers 40 of Rockland
Membership Flashes —Rockport j H. U. Crockett. North Haven; L.
newspaper and magazine writers,
tos;
men with 14. The new women s |
ANGtLCS
radio commentators and publishers has Just completed three weeks of
has 31 renewals. They need only H. Young. Matinicus; Nina Thompcommunity at Vinal Haven already ,
of the nation's leading Journals, practice teaching In the rural trainthree new members to obtain their son: Mabel (Hooper; L. E Cobb; M.
has 17 members and expects a few
assembled In Flint, Mich., for a pre. in« school at Penobscot, connected
30 points! Mrs. A. A, Peterson. D Gall; C. E. Coughlin; C. J. Pillsmore.
AHITI ARtAS
view of the 1939 models. Harlow H. with ESNS. Miss Margaret Mc
Vinal Haven, reports 17 members bury; J. M. St. Clair, St. Johnsbury.!
RtPHIiSNT UAV
Curtice, president of the Buick divi Millan of Rockland has been a
already. This group has just been Vt.; C. A. Anderson; Westley F.
Men who have bees should get
Shaded areas
sion of General Motors, declared to student teacher In the subprimary
organized. Sheepscot has almost ; Post; P. S. Collins. Framingham.
RCPRCSCNT NltHT
the bulletin by Charles O. Dirks of
day : "Our contribution to economics and second grades during the same
100% renewals. 800 is our goal. Mass.; E. S Healey; Carrie C. Man- j
the University of Maine on “Hand Let’s go over the top in every com- ning; 'Maggie Murphy. Ellen Me-'
ABOVE—When travel by air began in
«
is pretty much a matter of taking period.
•
•
•
«
the United States almost 10 years ago,
ling of Bees." At this time of year,
off our coats, pulling up our sleeves
munity 100%!
| Auliffe.
T.W.A.’s predecessor company, T.A.T.,
many points should be considered
Ermo H. Scott of the ES.NS.
and going to work."
1 Leonard Ross; Robert Pillsbury; J established a 48-hour plane-train trans
before thc bees are ready for winter.
continental trip and the public was aston
"That is what we have been doing faculty, who has been a contribut
4-H
Club
Notes
Carl
.Moffitt;
George
Flint;
C.
A.
j
This bulletin is available at the Ex
ished that such speed could be attained in
in preparation for the introduction ing correspondent of The CourierKnox County 4-H Club people Packard: M,bei Balcome: J. D. Lacrossing the continent.
tension Service office. Rockland.
of
our 1939 models and that is why GazeWe Is attending New York
made a fine showing of 4-H ex- ze|j. Adrian Hooper; Harry ChapRIGHT—Almost a decade later, how
we feel we have a great car for next | University as a candidate for the
ever the air travel map of the United
The final report of the year of hlblts at Union Uair last week mpn; Eugene Palmer: Cora J. Loryear,"
degree of doctor in education. He
States has been shrunk two-thirds. T.W.A
the State Egg Laying Contest at There were 144 exhibits including jng. p p Knowlton; P S. Young:
passengers now travel across the country
Voicing optimism concerning the bas
granted sabbatical leave
Highmoor Farms mentions three * canning, cooking and housekeeping. George H. Jennison. Foxcroft; C.
entirely by air in 15 hours. Instead of trioutlook
for
next
year,
the
executive
from
E
s
N
Spsns of birds from Knox and Lin- sewing, room improvement, garden. A Leach Warren; Harvey Additon:
motored Ford planes, T.W.A. has a large
fleet of luxurious Sky Chief Skysleeper
revealed details of the new line.
coin counties: George E. Coleman.; potato, sweet corn. bean, chick, pig. Ben Ball; B g Gushae. Appleton;
These students from Knox County
and Skyclub-liners. Instead of two nights
which was announced publicly on a
Jr., Wiscasset iR. I. Reds), and Fos- and dair>'
C. I. Crockett. Belmont; M Hart.
•nd two days, air passengers today fly
nationwide basis Oct. 5. Meanwhl e ftnd vlclnity are enrolled at
South Berwick: Walter Hall: Rollle
from New York to Los Angeles overnight
ter Jameson, Waldoboro (Barred
Local 4-H contests are nearly over
he said, production has progressed Normal School: Margaret McMillan
Rocks); were among the 20 high i and the County Contest, which Cook. Robbie Packard; Maynard
with shipments going out In volume and Mar^aret Rogers of Rockland,
ten come£
pens for the )ear Coleman's
v,
complete the 4-H Bird: G M. Gardiner. Thomaston;
to dealers throughout the country. Mary Bray of OwI s Head' Rulh
S Knight; Arthur S Hall; Henri
birds scored 2723 points, and Jamcq{
Coun{y
The press meeting closed a week Howe of Unlon’ Helen Th°mi»°n
son s ten birds. 2721 points for the fftU
Academy etta H. Ames. Matinicus; George
of dealer sessions held at the fac- and Albert HU1 of Warren' 1015
Haifa,
Another
Boom
Town
year. Edgar Smith. North Edge- Gvmnasium in NewCastle. All 4-H Hoyt. Vinal Haven.
lory, in which the Buick retail or- Roblnson of Castine and Thomas—.By EARLE FERRIS. — -.—— — — —
comb, (R. I. Reds) had two of the members who have completed their
Walter Barron, Bar Harbor; John
In the Far East—A Vio
ganization inspected new cars and ton' Arlene Eaton and Qrace Oross
28 high hens for the year, one bird projecU and the c]ub leaders are Landers. Hurricane Island; Hattie
discussed merchandising plans for jof Stonington. Clarissa Bray of
lent History
, cast periods to the four site now has
having laid 286 eggs, scoring 306
, Thcmas; Margie Ingraham; Cyrus
j on the Red network during the
the coming months. The 1939 pro- De*r IsIe' and
°°w °f Wlapoints, and the other 279 eggs, scor....
' Averill: Annie Spear; D H. Dono' winter.
Following recent outbreaks in
c&ssct
• • .
gram, it was disclosed, involves a ,
ing 305 points.
j Members of the Sunshiny Seven hue; Clarence iLeach; J. E. Leach; Haifa and Jerusalem, the latest
domestic sales increase approxi-,
„ noted ’ Cit'h’ Interest that
M. P. Wamboldt is rapidly becoming
Georg ’ Fend'en * a* potato grower
club of Nobleboro under the W R. Prescott; Rose M Hinckley; suggestion for Palestine partition
known as one of the foremost pro
mately 25 per cent over the past Rockland Hjgh u conslderln, the
of Fcrt FairfWd will attend the IeadershiP of Mrs Ruth French. L. Alexander. Linneus; W’alter A. in the Brltish-Arab-Jertish triang.e
ducers of radio action stories. He
advisability of playing six-man footachieved a high mark with his j>ear'
presented an interesting program Barron. Bar Harbor: Katie B Nor- is to reduce the Jewish State to a
annual meeting of the Knox-Lin
Mr Curtice gave to the news-1 ba„ 8aturday Castlne Normal wU1
"Public Hero No. 1" and is now also
in
Rockland
at
their
local
contest
’
Friday.
Sept
ton;
George
Hall;
James
D.
Studstrip
of
land
about
400
square
miles
uroducer of the new “Tom Mix"
coin Farm Bureau
papermen the general "speciflca- , p)ay Bangor Ma,ne g^, of Com.
30. The program consisted of club ley. Thomaston; C. H. Bradbury, along the Mediterranean coast,
script shows.
Oct. 26.
tions' of the 1939 Buicks.
merce at Castlne
wU,
the
stories, musical selections, a Rus- j Burlington; F K Allen. Hope; from Tel Aviv north to Athlit.
I
be!
e\e
the
public
is
expecring
flrgt
demonstration
of
interscholasW W Cochran. North Edgecomb sian tap dance by Beverly Hancock Theo. Snow; W. S. Lee, Winn; Alice According to this proposal. “In, something extraordinarily
good tk slx.man footba]1 ,n Malne fls
is building a new double-deck and Lorene Vannah. humorous dia- F Newhall. Bangor; Clara A. Rob- Again-Out-Again'' Haifa, busy seafrom us," he said . "That is the far as wc know
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